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Explorers Happy In Their Work

Seeks Re-Election

Sheriff Pease Announces His
Candidacy For a Second
AH That Burglars Secured In Boynton Garage
Term
Break Saturday

City Manager Farnsworth has an
nounced the appointment of David
P. Buchanan to succeed Mike Di
Renzo as municipal recreational di
rector on Jan 1, when Mike takes
over the reins as high school ath
letic director and coach.
Buchanan, presently employed as
a salesman for Armour & Co. .is a
graduate of the University of Maine
ln the class of 1948 where he ma
jored in physical 'education and
recreation work. Previously, he had
attended Kent State University in
Ohio and Dartmouth College.
He has served in recreation work
at the Bangor YMCA and as as
sistant coach of football at Bangor
High School in addition to Summer
tycamp work.
He has been active in Boy Scout
work and is drum major of the
newly formed drum and bugle corps
of Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Post,
American Legion.
The selection of Buchanan was
made from a list of three applicants
appearing before the Personnel
Board Friday night.

Sky Santa Came
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FEW PENCILS AND PENNIES

David Buchanan Will Have
Charge Of the Municipal
Recreation Affairs

►

TUESDAY

The Sheriff's Department is in! vestigatilig a break at the Boynton
: Garage in Camden Saturday night.
Sheriff Pease said Monday that the
break was made between closing
i time at 5 p. m. and about C p m..
when an oil truck driver discovered
a broken window in the rear of the '
plant and an open door.
:
1 A few pencils and pennies from a

cash drawer was all that a check
showed to be missing, according to
Pease. It is thought that the arrival
of the oil truck scared away the
burglars
who presumably left
through the rear door.
Entry had been made by smashmg out the glass of a rear window
with a brick and reaching in to un.
latch the window to gain entrance
to the plant.

RECENT THEFTS ARE CLEARED
Rockland Boys Apprehended In Calais Confess
To Rockland and Camden Breaks

Sea Explorers putting the finishing touches on toys for lucky youngsters, left to right, seated, arc Lewis
Grant, John Ware and Bruce Lundin, Standing, George Hyland and David Scarlott.

The headquarters of the Red new. Yesterday, bright red fire
Jacket Ship of Sea Explorers is a trucks, little two wheeled wooden
Edward Rowe Snow Reached beehive of activity this week as I carts, automobiles and countless
Rockland. Then the Fog
members complete their task of' other toys were ready and wating!
manufacturing and rebuilding toys’lor distribution through charitable
Clogged Chimney
organizations next Saturday and
Edward Rowe Snow of Winthrop. lor needy children at Christmas.
Toys
contributed
by
people
of
the
'
Sunday.
Even dolls had been made
Mass., successor to the Aerial Santa
. Claus duties of the late Capt. Bil city are taken by the Scouts and ready, this project with the help of
Wincapaw, made deliveries from repaired and refinished as good as mothers and sisters, of course.
Boston to Rockland Sunday and
ster Quern, may rest easy. Nothing
returned to Boston in the late aft
Queen By Proxy
had been put over cn the Queen of
ernoon.
thc Maine Lobster and Seafoods
He landed at the Rockland air
Represented Festival as tlie official representa
port at 3 p. m. after bombarding the Augusta Girl
the Lobster Festival When tive ol the industry.
lights and stations along thc Maine,
New Hampshire and Massachusetts
Commissioner Richard Reed of
Local Queen Couldn’t Go
coasts with Christmas packages
the Sea and Shore Fisheries De
Those who were puzzled last week
Fog forced him to abandon plans
partment states that Queen Signe
over
a photograph in the State Swanhom notified his office a brief
to continue down the coast and he
press of the several Maine Queens time before the scheduled departure
returned to Boston.
Lights and stations along the who were shown enroute of Tlie by plane that she cculd not go.
Maine coast to the Canadian border Sales Executives Club annual meet Rather than leave the' lobster
will be visited this week if weather ing in New York Friday, wliich industry without representation,
permits.
showed an Augusta girl as tin Loa- Dick chose Miss Fae Poulin from
the department office and sent her
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
POLITICAL ADVERTISEMENT
to repnnit thc Maine lobstermen
and wholesalers at the dinner which
L'.bOfl sales executives of the New
York area attended.
He reports that she did a very
creditable job of representing the
I will be a candi
Maine Lobster and Seafoods Festi
val and presented Maine lobsters
date for rc-election
tc tlie heads of the club holding
tlie meeting.
as County Commis

FOR COUNTY COMMISSIONER
sioner in the coming
Primary Election.
Your support will
he appreciated.
GEORGE E.
BOYNTON
Republican

CAMDEN, MAINE

Maybe you have noticed that
quiet-mannered nice-looking young
man who delivers a popular brand
of bread in Rockland Wednesdays
and Fridays. His name is Nelson
.lent si. his age is 17 and his home
is in Augusta. Call him Bolly, and
you'll hit thc name right on the
land. For six years he served as
assistant to Leo Pomerleau and to
day he is on his own—the youngest
bread man in the State.

An ideal Christmas gift, Slippers
for men, women and children.
QUALITY SHOE SHOP, 310 Main
SI..
122-126

Advisor J. Alton Perry is in direct
charge of the project which has
been carried out for some years by
the members of Red Jacket Ship as
their contribution to the Christmas
season. Many a youngster, who
might not have otherwise received
a toy at Christmas, have been made
happy by the work of the Scouts.

For Bulb Snatching

Sheriff Willard Pease reported at
press time this morning tliat two
Rcckland boys, one 12 and thc other
14. had confessed this morning to
the breaks the past three days at
Thurston Oil Co. on Tillson Avenue.
The Independent Lobster Co. and
the Boynton Garage in Camden.
The boys were arrested in Calais
yesterday where they were picked
up by State Police with a car wliich

COUNCIL HAS NEW CHAIRMAN
D. Robert McCarty Honored Last Night At

Reorganization Meeting

A Searsport Woman, Old
Enough To Know Better,
In Court Today
Eunice Lane Moody. 39. of SearsP°rt appeared in Municipal Court
this morning on charges of lar
ceny, according to Chief of Police

George Shaw.

Shaw explains that the woman
was arrested about 12.15 a. m. to
day by Patrolman Guy Penney who
witnessed the theft of two bulbs
from a sidewalk Christmas tree in

THORNDIKE HOTEL
Will Be Serving
A

CHEERY

CHRISTMAS DINNER

For Your Family and Friends
On Both
Sunday and Monday
December 25 and 26
IOR RESERVATIONS CALL 1485
125-126

TONIGHT’S

THE
NIGHT!

Members of the Rockland City
Council, in a reorganization meeting I
Monday, named D Robert MeCarty as chairman of the group for
the coming year. He succeeds Osgood A. Gilbert who has served ip
that capacity for the past two years.
Lincoln E. McRae Jr., was sworn
into ofiice by City Clerk Gerald U. i
Margeson for a one-year term and
Gilbert for a three-year term.
McCarty commended Gilbert for
thc manner in which he had led
I lie Council for the past two years,
stating that he was fully conscious
of the $onor bestowed upon him and
that he would carry out thc duties
of the office to the best of his abil
ities.
The accent is on youth in the
present Council, the oldest member
being 43 years of age and the
youngest 23. While the members
unquestionably have definite polit
ical affiliations in state and county
politics, they are elected from the
city at large oil a non-partisan bas
is. Both political parties have mem.
bers on the muniepial governing
board.

Whitehill Is Named
------

The School Board Organizes
With New Chairman—
Marsh Is Seated

By The Roving
Well, I figured correctly on th»
Easter date for 1950 but Rockland’s
Black Cat gives a shrewd fash
ion tip that might forewarn Stele
Chat readers, and I hadn’t thought
about (hat angle: ‘Easter comes
next year eight days earlier than it
did this year. The date is April 9.
Women will do well to lay In a sup
ply of hatpins, because the Alman
ac says, its going to be windy."—
Lewiston Journal State Chat.
—o—
The Black Cat columnist of The
Courier-Gazette says that while
Mrs. Frank McKinney of Orange
Street is thrilling over the award
of a Gruen watch and *250 worth of
fine lingerie, a Rockland man whose
identity is being kept a profound se
cret is consoling himself with the
(4.000 prize he received as a win
ner in the Treasury Balance guess
ing contest. The h— of that is that
the government will demand its
pound of flesh, but we are wonder
ing what it will do with its "take”
of Mrs. McKinney's $250 worth of
lingerie. A Detroit woman won $50,
000 in a cookery contest, but here
again the government takes $26,000
of it. "How much longer. Oh, Cata
line, wili you continue to abuse our
patience!"—Bridgton News.
“Very little evidence of the hur
ricane left” writes Kelley B. Crie,
who is pursuing the even tenor of
his way at West Palm Beach. Fla.
"Trailers are coming from nearly
every state in the Union Great
amount of building going on.”
—o—
Patrons of Hotel Rockland are
taking off their hats to manager
McAvoy because of the newly de
corated main dining hall. A notable
improvement MAIS OUI.

All thc way from Florida comes
a reminder that the recent contri
buted YMCA story did not contain
the name of the late Frank M.
Packard as pianist for the Sunday
afternoon. Oh. for a chance to sit
in thc West Palm Beach bleachers
and relax.
John Watts, Park street tonsorialist and orator'ialist, serves no
tice that his barber shop will be
closed June 15. and If you are
curious for the reason ask him.

A Rockland dog rejoices in the
name of “Rigor Mortis.’’ An under.
| taker’s dog. to bc sure.
o—
To Christmas shoppers who be
come a bit wearied, an invitation
Is extended by James Brown, direc
tor, to visit the Farnsworth Museum
rest awhile and enjoy the latest ex
hibits.

More than 70 percent of Austria
is classsified as mountainous.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM

If I had my life to live again. I
would have made a rule to read
Whitehill, New Chairman
some poetry and listen to some
Harold W. Whitehill was made music at least once a week. The
of these tastes is a loss of hap
front of tlie Woolworth store.
chairman of tlie Rockland School loss
piness.—Charles Darwin.
Police and merchants have been Board at last night's organization
GIVE ME THESE GIFTS!
plagued the past week with ma meeting of the new board. He suclicious damage to the Yule decora- , ceeds Charles H.. McIntosh The I want no frankincense, myrrh and
gold
tions on the street and theft of the board is composed of Mr .Whitehill, Like the Wise Men brought to the
bulbs from the trees.
Mr. McIntosh, Blaine Merrill, MaxChild of old,
Ip Court this morning the case well Ames and Henry Marsh, the But this I crave with a great de
sire—
was continued for judgment by latter being seated at the recent
i These gifts I ask with my soul on
Judge Dwinal.
, municipal election.
fire:
Peace of mind in this heart of mine,
Comrade-love as a light to shine
Like the golden gleam of an after
glow
Of sunset over a field of snow;
A woodfire, bright in the twilight
I gloam,
And the holy warmth of a loving
home;
Friends who will take my reaching
WEDNESDAY NIGHT—DEC. 21
hand
[ Like the ster of old in a distent
land,.
TEMPLE HALL, ROCKLAND
j And guide my steps to a manger
I
shrihe
GAME STARTS 8.00 P. M.
And the heart of a lowly Child, Di
124’lt
vine!
—William L. Stidger.

TURKEY BEANO

OUR

CHRISTMAS GIFT
TO THE

they allegedly had stolen from
Belfast. They were returned to
Belfast last night by Waldo County
Sheriff Byron Heath and lodged ill
the county jail to wait hearing in
Waldo Municipal Court today.
Pease and Deputy Sheriff Ernest
Gray went to Belfast this morning
and queried the boys on the Rock
land and Camden breaks and ob
tained confessions..

Sheriff P. Willard Pease stated
this morning that he will be a candi
date for re-election to the office he
now holds. He will start circulation
of nomination papers early in Jan
uary for the June Primaries on the
Republican ticket.
A newcomer to county politics
in 1948. he defeated veteran Sheriff
C. Earle Ludwick by a 400 vote mar
gin in the June Primaries of that
year and was unopposed by the
Democratic party in the September
elections.
He offers the same platform on
which he was elected—an impartial
administration of the laws of the
state within Knox County.
Devoting his entire time to de
partmental work, he has gathered
about him a capable staff of Deputy
Sheriffs from all sections of thc
county.

THE BLACK CAT

LADIES

8
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BY REMOIL CONTROL

BASKETBALL

MASONIC

Regular $5.00 Duart Oil Permanent Wave ......................................... 3.50
Regular $10.00 Gabrielcen Cream Permanent Wave ........................
7.00

NELSON BROTHERS DODGES vs.
NEW YORK COLORED CLOWNS

ASSEMBLY

AND

THURSDAY, DEC. 22

COLD WAVES
Regular $7.50 Baroness Cold Wave..................................................
Regular $10.00 Eska Cold Wave ......................................................

-OLD TIMERS” vs. AMERICAN LEGION

5.00
7.00

CREAM COLD WAVE PERMANENT ENDS, distinctive lor the teen-ager and the
ladies who do not wish to have regular permanents too often,
$3.50
Take advantage of this holiday offer lor your gifts. You may purchase certificate to Im- used as
Christmas gift, reading full regular price value.
l» used within 90 days alter tlir holidays.
ALL PERMANENT WAVES S I VI I l» BV Al, PERSON ALI. V
ALL WORK GUARANTEED—( Al l. FOR AN APPOINTMENT

AL’S HAIRDRESSING SALON AND BARBER SHOP

ROCKLAND, MAINE,

TELEPHONE 826
124-126

Music by

ROCKLAND COMMUNITY BUILDING

Four-Piece Orchestra

WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 21

Masons and Friends Invited.
Those not solicited, take
sandwiches.

7.30 I’. M.—ADMISSION 75c, tax inc.

EXTRA SPECIAL!

284-286 MAIN STREET,

THOMASTON

BASKETBALL
Two Games
SKOWHEGAN HIGH SCHOOL vs.
ROCKLAND HIGH SCHOOL
ROCKLAND JUNIOR VARSITY vs.
UNION HIGH SCHOOL

NOTICE
The regular Tuesday
night Beano Gaines are
cancelled for the 13th and
20th, while the Hall is
being renovated.

Williams-Brazier Post
No. 37

Community Building, Rockland
TUESDAY. DEC. 20—AT 7.00 P. M.
ADULTS, 60c; CHILDREN, 40c

Thomaston Nat’l Bank Biiildhto
124-125

_ .

'

122-T-129

Tigers Are Ready

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

25 Years Ago
The marriages for this period
were:
Rockland. Nov. 29, Kenneth W.
Blackington and Flora Nichols.
Belfast. Nov— J. Fred Morang of
Rockland and Georgia E. Hall of
Lincolnville
Belfast, Nov. 27, Ivan C Sher
man of Appleton and Leah M. Col
son of Belfast.
Rockport. Nov. 29. Frank j. Mc
Donnell of Camden and Blanche E.
Wooster of Rockport.
West Somerville. Mass, Nov. 27.
Charles S. Keene of Waldoboro and
Helen Mayo of West Somerville.
Waldoboro. Nov. 27. Ernest Boggs
and Hilda Davis.
Brooklyn. Nov. 26. Carlton G
Cole of Brooklyn and Thordis
Heistad of Rockport.
Rockland, Dec. 4. Evert West and
Ida Ronkainen.
Searsmont. Nov. 29. Leland W
Drinkwater of Camden and Effie M
Brewer of Boothbay.
Camden. Nov. 27, Larkin W
Thorndike of Rockport and Lillian
A. Dyer of Lincolnville.
Vinalhaven, Dec. 5, John M. Wil
liams and Flossie B. Wotton
North Haven. Dec. 6, Allister Hol
liday and Louisa Nickerson both oi
Nova Scotia.
Rockland, Dec. 12. Fred C Staples
and Evelyn Howard.
• • • •
The births for this period were:
Cambridge, Mass.. Nov. 30. to.
Mr. and Mrs. Lindley Bond, for
merly of Waldoboro, a son
Thomaston, Dec. 2, to Mr. and
Mrs. Enoch Clark, a son.
Lowell, Mass., Dec. 3, to Mr and
Mrs. Charles R. Clements, a son—
Arthur Wardwell.
Thomaston, Dec. 4. to Mr. and
Mrs. George W. Wood, a daughter.
—Barbara Elizabeth.
Rockland, Dec. 1, to Mr. and Mrs.
Bernard Smalley of Tenants Har
bor, a son—Bernard Fay.
Rockland, Dec. 3. to Mr. and Mrs
Elmer Kaler, a son—Russell Eugene.
Rockland, Dec 4, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ronald Somes, a son— Robert
Rockland, Dec. 4. to Mr. and
Mrs O. W. Brooks, a daughter—
Eunice Lucille.
Vinalhaven, Dec. 7, to Mr. and
Mrs. L. B. Dyer, a son.
Winthrop, Mass.. Dec — to Mr (
and Mrs. Roy M. Barter, of Glenmere a son.
Rockland. Dec. 11, to Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Blackman, a daughter.
Camden, Dec. 6. to Mr. and Mrs
Charles L. Simmons of Rockland,
a daughter—Roberta Arline
Rockland. Dec 6. to Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Colson, a daughter—Mildred
Ada.
Concord, N. H., Dec. 7, to Lieut,
and Mrs. Earl Pendleton ot Vinal
haven, a daughter.
• • • •
The Dorcas Club contributed $100
to the High School equipment fund.
Irving Curtis was building a resi
dence on the New County road for
his own occupancy.
Blanchard B. Smith was elected
president of the City Club. Alan L.
Bird was secretary and treasurer.
Edwin A. Dean converted 3100
pounds of cabbage into sour krout
in a single day.
Melvin Pratt was knocked down

WALDO
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THEATRE

WALDOBORO—TEL. 1H

Every Evening at 8.00. Matinee*
Saturday at 2.00, Sunday at LOO
TUESDAY AND WEDNESDAY
DECEMBER 20-21
Hedy LaMarr, Robert Cummings
in

“LET’S LIVE A LITTLE”
THURSDAY AND FRIDAY
DECEMBER 22-23

“RED STALLION
IN THE ROCKIES”
In Cinecolor
With Arther Franz
Jean Heather and Red Stallion

(Mi

iditor, FRANK A. WINSLOW

[EDITORIAL]
AGAINST LIQUOR “ADS”

Here Tomorrow Night
The Rockland Tigers tangle with,
the Skowhegan court crew at Com
munity Building tonight.
Mike
Negro basketball's most sensa Broadway Clowns fun show this
DiRenzo is sending his usual start
tional showmen of the court. Thc season. The fans sit agasp at the
manner he tosses baseballs, basket
ing lineup in to open the game.
New York Broadway Colored Clowns
Roland Ware will take the center appear at Community Building balls, Indian Clubs, and what-nots
position with Paul Sulides and Don against the Nelson Bro hers Dodges
Johnson at forward and Deshon in a basketball game starting a: 7.33
and Gardner in the guard spots. Wednesday night.
Continuing his practice of using
The team has been greatly
his second squad at every oppor strengthened for the 1949-1950 sea
tunity. he has Annis ready for a son. Many new players have been
YOUNG INVALID MADE HAPPY
forward job; Robarts, Alex and added io the roster to give thc team
Stevens for guards and Cross to fill additional height also defensive and
When Mrs. Dorothea Grover wrote to the Camden <N. J.)
in at center.
Courier-Post explaining that her 8-year-old daughter Pa
improved offensive strength.
The Skowhegan squad is an untricia had been bedridden most of her life, and her daily
Heading the list of new players
1 known quantity other than the fact are: Curtis "Sugar" ODrick, 6 ft
disappointment was that the mailman never stopped at her
they have two losses on their list 5 in . 195 lbs.; Sug turned Pro with
door, she suggested that if any persons had a Christmas
this year to Skowhegan and Gil the former World Pro Basketball
card left over it would be thoughtful of them to send it to
man.
Patricia. The newspaper made a human interest story out of
Champions Washington Bear Sug'
Coach Kenoyer of Union High likes to stand in front of the hoop
the request and printed a picture showing the little girl look
School, with two games scheduled and flip baskets while facing the
ing forlornly out of the window as the postman passed.
the same night, is sending a team opposite goal without even tuiping
Nobody could have foreseen the result. The next mail de
here to play the Rockland Jayvees for the shot.
livery brought the girl 3700 Christmas cards, and the next
and taking on Liberty on the Union
4.000. and the post office has since been deluged. What's
Ralph Crichlow iCoach)
5 ft.
10 in., 150 lbs. “Crich" is one of the
court at the same time.
the moral? Two things—awakened sympathy and the power
of the press.
Buster Knight, Union star in the speediest men in basketball A keen
five games won and cne lost in the set shot, marvelous dribb'er and
past weeks, will lead the outfit to smart defensive man. He also drive,
YOUNG REPUBLICANS ALERT
hard for a brilliant lay up shots
play on the Rockland court.
Increasing interest in the Young Republicans State
Leroy 'Tossie" Ferrell, fi ft. 4 in.
Union has trimmed Waldoboro
Convention which is to be held in Augusta Feb 24 and 25
twice and taken one each from Ap 225 lbs. He joined the Philadelphia
is declared by Congressman Charles P. Nelson to be most
pleton, Liberty anti Rockport while! Giants Basketball C'iub last st ason.
encouraging, and widespread. "This reawakened interest
losing a close one to the Knox-Lin- ; He scored 933 points in 72 games into the air and catches them with
can only be interpreted to mean that young people in Maine
coin League leaders of Lincoln( with that club Ferrell is also quite a the greatest of ease. His most pop
pitcher with the World Champion ular trick is to toss a ball into the
realize the dangerous road this country is traveling under
Academy.
of the Negro American league air high ajnd catch it on his ear
the present system of ever increasing bureaucratic control
and social regimentation," says Mr. Nelson. He praised the
Happy Evening Ahead Baltimore Elite Giant He will re He then rolls the sphere over his
ceive a tryout with the Brooklyn head to the other ear and back and
work being done by the Maine Council of Young Republicans
Dodgers next Spring
and the 1950 convention committee. He expressed the hope
forth finally balancing it on his
Drum Corps Will Be Host At Edgar Daniel, 6 ft. 175 lbs.
that the 1950 convention would "provide the impetus here in
forehead.
Thursday Night’s Supper
A Staten Island Boy. Was all
Maine that will carry the GOP to a national victory in 1952 ”
scholastic with Mekee Hi ;h ol Sta
and Entertainment
To encourage output of fluecured
ten Island He scored 172 points in
KILLING THE GOOSE
Legionnaires and their families 15 games last year Hi aggressive tobacco. Nyasaland, Africa, will
will gather at the legion home style of play keeps lhe game mov lent 2(J00-acre farms al 10 cents an
Idle plant and equipment augments "overhead'’ costs in
Thursday night for a baked bean ing swiftly, and never lets up on ’acre, for the first two years, in its
any business—including coal mining. Thus Mr. Lewis's
Ka.sungu district.
supper and evening of entertain- the opposition
policy of keeping mines inactive two days a week is steadily
adding to the financial burden of the operators and there
1 ment and dancing sponsored by the
Wilmer Hprris, C ft. 2 in 175 lbs
fore diminishing their ability to meet his demands anywhere
TO LET
newly formed Drum Corps.
He is a hustling driv.ng type of
along the line. Mr. Lewis may find that his policy has in
APARTMENT OF FIVE OR
Supper
will
be
served
at
6.30
with
player.
Is
an
exceptional
ball
h
jnrtdeed "killed the goose that laid the golden egg.' The South
SEVEN ROOMS
the program following. Christmas ler, rebounder and play maker de
ern coal producers warn the President of the "economic
S40 per month. Centrally located.
carols will be played during the luxe.
disruption that exists throughout the bituminous coal in
dustry and gravely threatens the national economy." They
Modern improvements. Apply 22
meal and several selections by the
Conrad Lewis, 6 lt. 1 in., 179 lbs.
point out also that coal is losing ground steadily to com
School Street.
MRS. THAYER.
Rockland City Band.
Conrad
is
fast
and
dangerous
and
peting fuels, a fact that is all too plain. Technological and
124*125
Speaker
of
the
evening
will
be
scientific advances in time will probably make coal a less
drives hard. Has an excellent set
Representative Charles P. Nelson, shot. Is strong and aggressive and
important factor in our economy. But to permit the transi
ANNUAL MEETING OF THE
who will be introduced by National particularly ablc ijn backboard play
tion to be forced violently through industrial strife will
FIRST NATIONAL BANK
weaken the economy and affect adversely employees and
Committeeman Hector G Staples.
John Elliott, 6 ft. 1 in 160 lbs He
employers throughout the entire industrial structure.
OF ROCKLAND
Drum Corps Association president is a clever ball handler who can
Governmental inaction in the coal situation underscores
Notice is hereby given that
Dave
Buchanan
will
welcome
the
the President's aversion to use of the Taft-Hartley act.
drive and shoot with the best of the annual meeting of the stock
guests of the evening.
But the employers themselves could initiate action under
them all. Always dangerous.
holders of the First National
The Drum Corps which should be
that law by filing charges with the National Labor-Rela
Pee Wee Jackson, 5 It. 7 in. He is Bank of Rockland will be held
tions Board that the union has failed to bargain collective
ready for public appearance in the a crowd pleaser. Has plenty ot at its banking rooms on Tues
ly "in good faith.” Granted that this is a time-consuming
1 Spring, is composed of 26 members basketball smartness.
day. January 10, 1950, at 10
process, in the end it would have the result of compelling
I
of
the
Post.
The
Association
is
o'clock
A. M. to fix the number
The New York Broadtvav Colored
Mr. Lewis to bargain collectively and it is only out of that
headed by Dave Buchanan who will Clowns will again feature the in of and elect a Board of Directors
process that any real solution can be reached.
i have charge of the training of drum imitable "King Tut " Tut is :he fa for thi ensuing year and to
Mr. Lewis's tactics, if pursued to the bitter end, may well .
force th? Congress to adopt the view that monopolistic prac-'
majorettes. Bud" Clark heads the mous full time comedian for th
transact sueh other business as
tices by a union must be curbed, thus turning the pages of
may
properly come before the
j drum section as instructor, with nationally
famous
Indianapolis
history back to the days when the unions fcught bitterly
Frank Young directing the buglers Clowns Baseball team of thc Negro meeting.
to free themselves from the restrictions of the Sherman act.
Per Order,
Drummers in the Corps are. American League The King is in
No one—least of all a labor leader—should want such a re
JOSEPH EMERY,
Richard Havener. Seth Knowlton, fine fettle this year and putting on
versal to occur. Clearly Mr. Lewis is pursuing an exceed
ingly dangerous course and if the President's inaction is
Cashier.
Donald Calderwood, Kenneth Car- a better routine of pantomime than
based on the theory of giving Mr. Lewis rope to destroy
Rockland, Maine.
roll, Albert Raymond, Leroy Stick ever.
himself, the destruction may not be confined to Mr. Lewis,
ney, Arthur Schofield Ronald Luf
"Juggling Joe" Taylor, is one of December 6, 1949.
the miners or their union. Far more is at stake than a fight
119-T-4
kin, Donald Kalloch,
Horatio the newer entertainers with the
between Mr. Lewis and the mine operators.—Herald Tribune.
.. : Knight, William Cummings, Bud
Clark and Charles Philbrook.
and seriously injured by a motor Bridgton Academy.
Buglers now In the Corps, are
car.
William H Phillips bought the
Sumner Whitney caught 28 gal Overlock house on Knox street. Myron Cummings. George Robishaw
Adriel Fales, Kenneth Mignault,
lons of scallops on the Monroe Thomaston
Irving Wooster, John Duff. Charles
Island beds. The price to fishermen
Russell Gray was elected super
Duff and director Frank Young.
was $4 a gallon.
intendent of the Baptist Sunday
Wilson Ames is Sergeant of the
A 60-foot Christmas tree, gilt of School in Thomaston.
color guard with Tolaf Conradson
Mrs C. Vay Holman to the Elks,
Addie Magnusen was elected pres as a member. Others will be named
was hauled through Main street.
ident of Lafayette Carver Relief to the guard in the near future.
Rev. C. A Knickerbocker deliv Corps, Vinalhaven.
ered the Elks Memorial address.
P. S. French of Camden opened
his Christmas satisfaction
The late John A. Black of New a barbar shop in Warren.
York, former Rockland resident
with
Star of Hope Lodge I.O.O.F. ol
left a million dollar estate
Vinalhaven observed its 50th an
NYLON Socks by
Sidney Snow was appointed as niversary. Rev. Ashley A. Smith of
sistant editor of the Colby Echo
Bangor delivered the address.
William F. Lermond, 69. died in
George Strachan was elected
Thomaston.
commander of De Valor's Com
Rockland was in the grip of the mandery of Vinalhaven
cross word puzzle disease.
In Municipal Court
Mrs. Melvina Spear, 67, died at
the home of her daughter on State
Saturday morning, Harlan Pease
street.
of Rockland was fined $10 on
C. E. Smith bought from Mrs.
charges of speeding on Main street.
Mildred R. Magune of Worcester
• • ••
Mass., a two-family house on Le
Mrs. Viola Eagan of Rockland,
land street.
charged by Rockland police with
George Morang of North Haven driving without a license, was fined
was winnmg athletic honors at $10 by the court.
• 100r, DuPont Nylon
When Congress convenes next month it will face a con
certed drive against liquor advertising, according to a
Washington Associated Press despatch. The Senate Com
merce Committee has set hearings for Jan. 12 and 13 The
measure, by Senator Langer would make unlawful the trans
portation between states of newspapers, periodicals, news
reels, photgraphic film or records advertising liquor, beer
or wine. Also banned would be radio broadcasts and inter
state mailing of letters, postal cards and pamphlets dealing
with liquor ads. Violators of the proposed law could De fined
from $100 to $1,000. and jailed for between six months and a
year.
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JUST
ARRIVED

GENUINE FACTORY
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WALDOBORO BROUGHT RINGERS

HOLEPROOF

By Three Points

The Nelson Brothers semi-pro
basketball squad took one and
dropped one in a superman double
header at Community Building Sun
day afternoon.
The Waldoboro Firemen, playing
their first game of the season,
tripped the Nelson Brothers outfit,
50-47. The fast, hard played game
was Rockland’s all the way through
the first three periods; but with
their lead shrinking continually un
til the Firemen overtook them in
the fourth. Nelsons led 12-9 going
out of the first period and 25-15 at
half time. The Waldoboro comeback
shrunk the lead to one point at the
end of the third when the shoreboard read ‘34-33.
The Firemen came back strong in

the closing period and started roll
ing up basket for basket with the
Rocklanders to lead by three points
at the final whistle DiRenzo, Bart
lett and Coffey sparked the Rock
landers, while Otis, Page and Bagley led the fire fighters.
The second game of the afternoon
against Camden YMCA was a walk
away with Nelson's hitting the bas
ket for 77 points to 23 far the va
cation town lads. Ames and Whittier
took 13 points apiece while Lunt
and Bush racked up an even dozen
apiece. Mariner and Hoffman took
six points apiece for Camden
In the Waldoboro game a pair
of vacationing collegians playing
under the names of B. and R. Bagley, cinched the game for the Fire
men with r.ine and 17 points each

Knox College

Solo—“O Holy Night,”
June York
"The Story of Silent Night,”
Milton Gamage and the Chorus
Solo—“Night of Nights,"
Vernon Hunter
Organ Selection.
Paul Halligan
Christmas Poem,
Edith Dunn
Enos Verge
"Legend of the Christmas Carols,"
Christmas Carol.
The Chorus
Closing Reading.
Mary Tolman
Group Singing of Carols.
Chorus and Audience Participation
Tlie public is invited to attend.
At Friday Assembly Mrs. Sargent
was presented witli a Waterman
pen and pencil set by the students.

Rockland’s Business School
• Will Present Christmas
Program Friday
The Knox Business College will
present a Christmas program next
Friday, at 7.30 p. m. in the audi
torium of the Farnsworth Museum.
The entertainment committee—
Mary Tolman. Don Clark, Miriam
Cline, Freeland Staples and Herbert
Hillgrove, has prepared an excel
lent selection of Christmas carols,
songs and reading to be presented
by school talent. The musical ac
companiment throughout will be
provided by Paul Halligan at the
console of the Hammond organ.
The program is to include:
Chimes,
Paul Halligan
Introduction,
Herbert Hillgrove
"Hallelujah Chorus,”
Paul Halligan
Christmas Carol,
The Chorus
“The Heart of Christmas,"
Helen Lawrence

•

White, Figured

FREE PARKING AT STANLEY S

•

Sizes

You Can Have Free Parking at

•

Long Sleeves

•

Sport Collar

15i/2,

14,

16,

141/a,

I6I/2.

15,
17

Style with stamina . . .
that's nylon socks by Holeproof. And with a Satis
faction Guarantee that
says he must be satisfied
every way — wear,
washability, fine appear
ance — or a new pair
free! Give him the best
— give Holeproof Satis
faction Guaranteed Ny
lon Socks!

245 MAIN ST., FOOT OF MYRTLE, ROCKLAND
U*
,i£iYy

SPEEDS COOKING AND RETAINS FOOD FLAVOR!

PRESTO

4-QT.

COOK-MASTER

$12.95
Siva your family a naw taata treat with
Beal* that have all the natural food
Savor. 4 pt. canning capacity.

For Safety

6" Sealed Beam
CHROME

and
Convenience

SPOTLIGHT
Puu light where you want it! Illu
minates thoulden on dark, wind
ing country rcrnd*. Helps you find
house number* and street signs. 360
degree rotation. Easy to install on
any car or truck.

For a Slick, Quick Shnvel

Schick “Colonel"

ELECTRIC SHAVER
Famous for its fast shearing hol
low-ground head and hiqh speed
motor. Complete with cord, case
and cleaning brush.

Trice Car Fan

$3.69
Vacuum operation assures economy, elimi
nates additional drag on battery. Well shield
ed metal blade. Will tilt to any position.
Helps cut frost outside. Attractive ftnish.

erf'5

Bitler Car &

Home

470 MAIN STREET,
X

125-126

122*tf

WAY TO CHRISTMAS

loth a dry iron and a steam
iron — control knob on the
handle. ’ Ha* fabric control,
button nook* and heel itand.

Pacer Short or
Regular Length

every filling of your tank with Shell Premium or
Shell Gasoline.

j 102 Union, Cor. Grove St.

STOP HERE ON YOUR

$17.95

75c a pair and up

Free with every Lubrication or Oil Change Job or

FOR SALE

i Ladies, come to the Bargain Corner.
I We have wliat you want at tlie
price you want to pay.

G. E. STEAM IRON

$8.95

While you do your Christmas Shopping, Park

All Cloth Cents reduced. Open
i evenings this week
Lucien K.
I Green & Son, School SI City.
|
125-126

PRACTICAL

NYLON
SPORT SHIRTS

STANLEYS
SERVICE STATION

W1 USE

COLORED CLOWNS COMING

For Tonight’s”Battle With
That Strong Team From Basketball Stars and Famous Laughmakers And They Beat Nelson Brothers Team Sunday
Somerset County

ROCKLAND
ROCKD

Maine

<&l*9

Supply
TEL. 677

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TIRE SERVICE HEADQUARTERS
ROCKLAND

Kiwwxktuitwcti'K'swv

♦

Tifesday-Wsday-Satur&fy

TALK OF THE TOWN
*

•

The employes of Van BaalenHeilbrun Co. held their annual
Christmas party at Odd Fellows
Hall Friday. A chicken dinner was
served, which was followed by a
program and dance for the re
mainder cf the evening.
The
committee in charge was headed by
Jasper Lombardo with Lydia McLure, Albina Taft, Lillian Cotton,
Flora Thornton, Genevieve Mair,
Elva Black, Beatrice Monahan and
Mildred Dugan assisting..

^Dec. 20—Garden Club Luncheon at
“ 12-30, at St. Peter's Undercroft.
Dec. 25—Christmas Day.
Dec. 26—Camden: “Voice of the
Turtle,” by Knox Theatre Guild
at Opera House, benefit Polio
Fund.
Jan. 1—New Years. Day.
Mr. and Mrs. Kermit St. Peter
Jan. 13—Warren: One-act play con
were called to Manchester,, N. H
test.
today by the death of Mrs. St.
Peter's brother, George Paradis.
The Weather

Although Winter officially begins
tomorrow the radio broadcast this
morning declared that mild weath
er would continue for the balance
of the week. But those who have a
yen for white Christmases and
frostbitten ears may realize their
Wish by Christmas.
But take
our advice. Don’t wait for Saturday
to do your Christmas shopping.
Doittoday.

The handsome Christmas tree at
Ralph
Ulmer Square,
Rankin
Block, was the gift of Dave Gold
berg of Modern Sportswear Co. It
is his pleasant annual custombest of the ’series.

Raymond E. St. Peter, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Kermit J. St. Peter, is
serving his apprenticeship at Davis
Wf'uneral Home. Raymond is a
member of this year's graduating
class at Rcckland High School.

Huntley-Hill Post, V.F.W. will
take a new member into the fold at
Wednesday nights meeting and
Commander Meehan will give the
obligation. The Post has received
word that one of their outstanding
members has left for the country
where he will make his new home.
Any question pertaining to the
Veterans of Foreign Wars and the
type cf work they do will gladly be
answered by Post Quartermaster,
Huntley-Hill, V.F.W.. Rockland, Me.

Representative Charles Nelson of
Augusta will be guest speaker at a
social evening planned at WinslowHolbrook-Merrit Post American
Legion Thursday night. A baked
bean supper will be served at 6 30
followed by the speaker and pro, gram with dancing being in order
^for the remainder of the evening.

The address of C. E. Seaman is:
CMAPEPA, Vallarta No. 1, Apartado Postal, No. 751, Mexico City,
Mexico, D. F. News from friends
will be welcome.

Lost—Black bag lost Friday after
noon from E. B. Crockett’s Upstairs
Store. If finder will kindly return,
no questions asked. Edith Bartlett,
Brick street, City.
124*125

For social items in The CourierGazette, phone 1044. City.
58tf

Dry Wood, All Kinds

Slabs, Birch Edgings
and Shims
PROMPT DELIVERY

TELEPHONE 216
WALTER E. SPEAR
122*124

Captain
Saturday
course at
School at

June Champlin returned
from a three months'
the Adjutant General’s
Camp Lee, Va.

UNION
MRS. CHARLOTTE HAWES
Correspondent
Telephone 2-21

There were two baptisms Sunday
morning at the Methodist Church—
Pamela Mae, daughter of Mr. .and
Mrs. Edward Williams, and Sandra
Faye, daughter of Mr. and Mrs El
mer Savage.
An entertainment will be given at

FUNERAL HOMES
Licensed Lady Embalmer
Rockland Tel. 810
558 Main Street
Thomaston Tel. 192
22 Knox Street

TRINIDAD

DIED

Roofing and Siding

Smith—At Thomaston, Dec. 19,
Ada
A.
Smith (mother
of
Lottie A. Smith), age 78 years, 5
months. Vespers of the Dead, Tues
day at 7.30 P. M„ Davis Funeral
Home, 22 Knox St., Thomaston.
Requiem mass Wednesday, 10.30 a.
m. at St. John’s Church. Interment
in Village cemetery.

GENERAL REPAIRS
Free inspection and estimates
cheerfully given without obliga
tion. No job too big, no job too
smalt
All Work Fully Guaranteed.
No Money Down—Up to Three
Years to Pay,

WANTED

:

Camera and Optical Instrument 6
Repairing, American and Foreign
make; Cigarette Lighters, Pen and
Pencils. Work skillfully done by
man of 30 years’ experience. Roy
W. Miller, 27 Sea St., Camden, Tel.
2891.
121-130

s
Huston-Tuttle’s ‘j
124-126 g'

I-tf

“NEEDS” FOR YOUR CHRISTMAS TABLE
FRUIT COCKTAIL,
s 1717 oz.
“ tin
tin 2?
16 oz tin
PUDDINGS,
30 oz. jar
MINCE MEAT,
R. & R.
PLUM OR FIG

Miss Barbara Creighton of Lin
coln Mass., will arrive Friday to
spend several days with her parents
Mr. and Mrs. J. C Creighton.

otiThe

*'S,CAncl here’s hoping Santa Claus brings you “just what
you want.’’ There is nothing quite so satisfactory as a
bountiful Christmas Dinner . . . for that occasion we have
everything you will need—from the first course to the
last—Jams, Jellies, Candy, Nuts, Sweets and all the “fixin s.'' Here you will find the choicest the market affords.
Come in, visit with Santa Claus and fill your Christmas
pantry with “Goodies" from THE PERRY MARKETS!

ASK US — For prices on Food Baskets. We can help
you help someone else!

SOUTHERN
MAID

FANCY LARGE NEW CROP

FANCY ASSORTMENT

WALNUTS,

MIXED NUTS,

lb. 45c

lb. 39c

HALVES IN SYRUP

BARTLETTS, IN SYRUP

PEACHES 2 2’/2 tins 49c

PEARS,

CORN, PEAS, STRING BEANS,

By the Pound, 1 Gallon Jar,
2 Gallon Pail, 2H, 3K and 6
Gallon Kegs
Also Dean's VEGETABLE SALAD
and MUSTARD PICKLES

113*-T-tf

Mail Orders Filled

A MODERN BARBER SHOP
Located at Hotel Thorndike

Has Opened for Business.

A THOUGHTFUL
CHRISTMAS GIFT
A subscription to The Courier-Gazette for one year will
bring pleasure lo your friends or family not for one day, but
for 156 days—a tri-weekly reminder of your kind remembrance.
What gift could possibly be more convenient?—no wrapping,
no mailing, no tax—the one payment of $5 will cover complete
servicing of your gift, including an attractive greeting card.
Merry Christmas!

THE COURIER-GAZETTE

lll*aw*125

2'/2 tin 29c

2 tins 27c

One Pie

One Pie

Pumpkin................. tin 10c

Squash ................ tin 10c
Pineapple Juice, 46 oz. tin 39c
Marshmallow Fluff .. jar 19c

Sweet Mixed

Pickles ...............

qt.

25c

Pasteurized

Cider.................... gal. 55c

Whole Kernel

Campbell’s Mushroom

Corn ................ 2 tins 27c

.Soup ................ 2 tins 33c
NBC Premium

Peas ................ 2 tins 39c

Crackers ......... lb. pkg. 27c

Cello Bag

Ocean Spray

Cranberry Sauce. 2 tins 29c
Marshmallows ... 10 oz. 17c
Olives, stuffed .... 2 oz. bot. 19c
Pure

Raspberry Preserves 16 oz. jar
Grapefruit Sections ... 2 tins
Sweet Potatoes ... 18 oz. tin
Cliquot Gingerale ......... qt.

' NOW MAKE

Mince Apple.

—
for

JT^pws

at ityaiir

Pt. 27c

ALL SWEET, lb.

Jl *■*

lb.47c

39c
■VA

HYSt’OR—3 LB. TIN

SHORTENING,

73c

BELL’S SEASONING............

pkg. 10r

BREAD .................... 2 Ige. loaves 25c
CHOCOLATE BITS
pkg. 19c
COCOANUT .............. X... 4 oz. tin 15c
JELLY BEANS ............. 8 oz. bag 19c

FLOUR ....................... 25 lb. bag $1.69
DEVILED LOBSTER
tin 27c
KETCHUP ............ two 14oz. bots. 35c
ORANGE MARMALADE 16 oz jar 19c
CHEESE CRACKERS
pkg. 10c
CHRISTMAS HARD CANDY
8 oz. pkg............................................ 19c

FRESH ROAST JUMBO PEANUTS,

We Will Have Plenty of LITTLE PIG PORK—

AND OUR PRICES WILL BE LOW, TOO!

May we suggest that you shop early!

bch
CAPE

JJc

2“‘“ 33c

COD

TOMATOES, Red Ripe .................................... cello pkg. 19c
SQUASH. Native....................................................... lb. 03c
TANGERINES. New Florida .................................... doz. 34cORANGES,

POTATOES,
FOSS VANILLA ........... 2 oz. bot. 35c

49c

freshOfftheFarfft.

CELERY,
CRANBERRIES,

YELLOW—', LB PRINTS

2 lbs. 29C

PORK

FRESH, CRISP, PASCAL

SEIDNER’S

LARGER SIZES

59c

Squash or Pumpkin ... 2 tins 39c

OTTO

ARMOUR'S PURE REFINE! ^ _

UP TO 18 LBS.

Pie Master—Ready Seasoned

Cranberry Sauce....... 2 tins 19c

SALAD DRESSING,

CHEESE,

25c
37c
20c
15c

Whole Berries Sliced

UwC

. . . PLUMP as Santa, and personally selected by us for
their deep-meated breasts and well-rounded drumsticks
. . . for their finer quality that means finer flavor and
juicier goodness. Order yours today—

FANCY NATIVE CHICKENS, FOWL, DUCKS

Green Giant

MILD—DAIRY

FOR SALE

ROCKLAND, MAINE
TELS. 645-W or 963-R

• CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

The Friendly Bs are meeting for
dinner and a Christmas tree Tues
day night at the home of Mrs.
George Fossett.

Mr. and Mrs. V. M. Hannan
daughter Geraldine and Addison
Winchenbach will spend Christmas
with Mr. and Mrs Kenneth Crab
tree in Fairfield.
Union Schools close tonight for
the Christmas vacation.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Peckham
and daughters Sally and Susan of
Newport. R. I. will arrive Saturday
to spend Christmas with Mr. and
Mrs. William Gleason.
Miss Elteabeth McKinley of Bos
ton will join her family Saturday

OUR STORE IS A GAY PLACE... MAKING
SHOPPING FUN AS WELL AS PROFITABLE

LARD,

Dean’s Sauer Kraut

RUSSELL

PHONE 701

Mr and Mrs William Religham
of Portland were oversight guests
Friday of Mr. and Mrs. Bliss Ful
ler, Jr. Mrs. Religham spent Sat
urday with her mother Mrs. Etta
Grinnell.

Specializing in the Application of

HAROLD A. DEAN

CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
M HOUR AMBULANCB
SERVICE

weU

The honesty of a clerk in the
J. J. Newberry store and the
promptness of Rockland police re
sulted in Mrs. Edna Coombs of Owls
Head being informed of the loss of
a pocketbook Saturday night even
before she knew it was missing. A
clerk in the Newberry store found
the pocketbook and turned it in to
police Captain Kenneth Jacobson
who phoned the Mrs. Coombs at her
home. She was uncertain when
asked if she had lost a pocketbook
and had to look in her handbag to
be sure. The missing pocketbook
contained $167 in cash which was
her Christmas Club money.

BORN
Moulaison — At Knox Hospital,
Dec. 19. to Mr. and Mrs. James
Moulaison, a son.
Walker—At Knox Hospital, Dec.
17, to Mr. and Mrs. George Walker
of Owl’s Head, a son.
Kinney—At Knox Hospital, Dec.
19, to Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Kinney
All Cloth Coats reduced. Open
of St. George, a daughter..
evenings this week. Lucien K.
Levensaler—At Gould Maternity
Home, Union, Dec. 18, to Mr. and Green & Son, School St., City.
Mrs. Albert Levensaler of Rockland,
125-126
a daughter—Sheila Mae.
TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
MARRIED
Libby-Gray—At Rockland, Dec. 17,
DODGE Pick-up, 1940, for sale,
Charles Chester Libby of Rockland $300. Can be seen after 5 p. m.; 13
and Miss Margaret A. Gray of Sandy COTTAGE STREET, City 125*127
Point.—by Rev. E., O. Kenyon.
Campbell-Kennedy—At Rockland,
Dec. 19. Joseph R. Campbell of
Owl's Head and Dorothy A. Ken
nedy, of Rockland.—by Rev. Alfred
G. Hempstead.

Ambulance Service

Funeral Home

Miller was a member of Stover-Col- be held Thursday night at the gym
j with the Seniors in charge of ar
lins-Harding Post, A. L.
Mr. and Mrs. Vivian M. Hannan rangements.
E. S. Cummings, a patient at lhe
Sr., will observe their 25th wed
ding anniversary by receiving rela Smith Nursing Home Rockland,
tives and friends, Monday after j is reported gaining and would be
noon at the Methodist vestry from i glad to hear from friends
3 to 5 p m.. An invitation is extend
Miss Mildred Merrifield of Presque
ed to all.
Isle is spending one week of her
Mrs. .Robert Russell will entertain vacation with Mr. and Mrs. Harry
the Auxiliary at her home tonight. Stewart She will spend the week
Entertainment
will
feature a after Christmas in Boston.
Christmas tree
Union Hign teams are playing
Union Highs Christinas Ball will Liberty tonight (Tue. I at Union

the Christmas tree, by children of
the Methodist Sunday School Wedj nesday night at 7.30..
A Christmas service will be held
Sunday morning at the Methodist
I Church at 10.30 a. m. A Christmas
j reading with carols by both choirs
will be held Sunday at 7.30.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Stacy of Bos
ton will spend the week-end with
Mr. and Mrs. B. H. Nichols.
The funeral of Edwin G. Miller
will be held at her home in North
Waldoboro this afternoon
Mr..

Although most Maine families
have freshly cut Christmas trees
in their homes, its best to keep them
standing in water, says Lewis P.
Bissell. Extension Service forestry
specialist at the University of
Maine. First, get a Christmas tree
that has been cut as recently as pos
sible or cut your own. Then, cut off
the end of 'the trunk diagonally at
least one inch above the original
cut end. Stand the tree at once in a
container of water and keep the wa
ter level above the cut surface dur
ing the entire time that the tree
is in the house. That way your tree
will be relatively safe from fire and
the needles will stay on longer.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of our son and
Next Beano
brother, William Edw. Heath, Jr.,
TEL. 8138
FRIDAY NIGHT. DEC. 30 who died Dec. 19. 1945.
God gave us strength to fight
At 7.30 P. M.
Paul’s Smoke Shop
And courage to bear the blow,
St. Bernard’s Church Hall But what it meant to lose you,
No one will ever know.
Auspices Knights of Columbus
Mother, Father, Sisters.
43-tf 125*lt
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank the Nurses, Dr.
GOOD MATERIALS
Allen and Dr. Brown; also friends “Give a Flea
GOOD WORKMANSHIP and relatives, for beautiful flowers
and cards received while I was a
GOOD TASTE
patient at Knox Hospital.
for Christmas!
It takes all three to make you 125-lt
Mrs. Grace Morey.
proud of a good Monument. Let
CARD OF THANKS
us help you. No obligation, of
TUCK
We wish to express our sincere
course.
thanks to all our friends for the
FELIX the FLEA’S
ROCKLAND MARBLE & many gifts and cards given us at
our anniversary.
New Book in a Christmas
GRANITE WORKS
125-lt Mr. .and Mrs. Ralph Feyler.
s
20 LINDSEY ST., ROCKLAND
5
Stocking
Have your watch repaired by the
TEL. 600
75-tf most expert craftsmanship, tested
Price 59c
ind timed by tne New Scientific
Watchmaster machine at Daniels
£
Jewelers, 399 Main St, Rockland.
At
19tf

DAVIS

Page Threi
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NEW FLORIDA
PINEAPPLE
STATE OF MAINE
GRADE A

doz. 29c

pk. 39c

Cabbage, Turnip, Apples, Lettuce, Salad Bowl, Bananas, Chestnuts
ORANGE JUICE,

FRESH-A. FULL
OF VITAMINS

V2 Gal. Jug 59c

quart 29c

Necco Wafers ............. 6 rolls 23c
Salted Pecans.................... tin 31c
Necco Bolsters ......... 6 pkns. 23c
Salted Mixed Nuts.............. tin 31c
Cracker Jacks ......... 6 pkgs. 23c
Salted Cashews.................. tin 31c
Mint Patties ............. 6 pkgs. 23c
Layer Figs ..................... pkg. 23c
Canada Mints ........... 6 pkgs. 23c
Liquorice All Sorts......... pkg. 24c
CANDY CANES, Red or Green...................... ........................ 3 for 25c
CIGARETTES. Christmas Wrapped....................... ’......... ’ Carton $1.95
CHOCOLATES. Christmas Wrapped............................ 2’/2 lb. box $1.49

EDGEWORTH
America's Finest Pipe Tobacco
A
GIFT IN
PERFECT
TASTE

L s l .54

[Attractively packaged for Xmai||

From All Of Us—To All Of You
MERRY CHRISTMAS-HAPPY NEW YEAR!!

SANTA CLAUS

Will be at our markets every afternoon this week—Bring the kiddies in to talk to OLD ST.
NICK—He may have something the kiddies will enjoy. If all goes well with Santa's reindeer
he should arrive al our Park Street Market around two o’cloek and our Main St. Market
about four.

THE PERRY MARKETS
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturdaj

ing of St. George, acted as clerk.
morning his outlook was very
CLARK ISLAND
Changed His Mind
ROCKVILLE
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS
Third member was George Boynton
gloomy indeed.
Forrest R. Chaples
School closed Friday for a two
of Camden.
It was snowing Monday when he
weeks vacation with an afternoon
INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
The community was saddened to
The out of door Christmas deco-' A Christmas Story With a ducked out for his daily load of of entertainment at the village
ALENA L. STARRETT
hear
of
the
death
of
Forrest
R.
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES
Moral Which Everybody printed troubles of the world, and school. A play was presented by the
ration at the Baptist Church is a
Correspondent
HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
there was something in the white children accompanied by singing. Chaples, who died recently at his
26 foot long, seven feet high pic
Should Heed
Telephone 49
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
ture of Bethlehem, erected and
stillness of the falling flakes that Santa Claus dropped by to see home in Bane, Vt. He had been In
It was cold when the old man
lighted Thursday on the church
was reassuring. It was all so na everybody, telling a story, then away falling health for the past six once for 50 cents, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10 cents
each for each line, half price each additional time used. Five small
months..
A Christmas tree with the ex lawn. The picture given to the Bap went out for his morning paper. tural and normal. It would always
to visit other girls and boys. Fol
He w’as born Jan. 19, 1886 In words to a line.
change of gifts is planned for to tist Men’s Forum by Raymond: Gusty blasts of keen wind blew his snow at Christmas time in Maine
lowed the tree with many fine gifts Clark Island, St. George, son of
Special Notice! AH “blind ads” so called 1. e. advertisements which
night following the meeting of Borneman, was placed by Willis A coat open and filled his eyes with in spite of strikes and wars and
require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette office for hand
to all and refreshments were en Frederick and Sarah (Waton)
Warren Grange
Moody, assisted by Herbert Ken dust from the street. It was 9.30 widespread uncertainty and, being joyed by parents, friends and chil
ling, cost 25 cents additional.
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
Mrs. Annie Spear is recovering niston, and Maurice Hahn, and the
an old man, he suddenly thought dren. The tree was decorated with Chaples.
On April 26, 1908, he married
Effective September 15
lighting is by Richard Butler, who a. m. and he hadn’t breakfasted of sleigh bells, roaring fireplaces in many hand made decorations, pine
from illness.
On that date and thereafter no classified ads will be accepted without
Mrs. Clara French of Lincolnville furnished material. Chimes, and but already here was a crowd of warm homes where lights gleamed cones had been painted and cotton Mary McKnight of Barre. They the cash and no bookkeeping will be maintained for these ads.
and Miss Myrtle Haskell of Cam Christmas carols will be amplified children gathered in front of one at night and the children hung up Santa Clauses made under the su- have resided there since that time
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
den were callers Friday at the home from the church steeple, late each of the stores and two cops were their stockings in a wonderous, pervision of Mrs. Gould who also with the exception of two years u received except from firms maintaining regular accounts with Th*
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recorded in Knox County Registry
Compressor work. ROBERT C
18- A constellation
63-Pries officiously
34-Salary
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette (of Deeds, Book 297, Page 336,
to be thinking of your
WE buy all kinds of Scrap iron
BURNS. Tel. 1439.
Rf
65- Worthless plant
37- Flat bottom boat
19- Dress material
October 1, 1947; Deed of George and metal, motors, machinery, bat
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
New Year Requirements
66- Shortly
38- List of jurors
21- Muaical note
R. Simmons to Florence S. Simmons teries and rags. Highest prevailing
39- Distress signal
22-Stone beer mug
dated August 20, 1946, recorded in prices paid. MORRIS GORDON
SlPtl lcl
In the Printing Line
BODY and FENDER
VERTICAL
40- Wesken
24- Negative
Knox Registry of Deeds, Book 284, & SON, 6 T St, Tel. 388-W.
FACTORY
ENGINEERED
41Liftlng
device
BUSINESS FORMS OF
25- Hlgh card
Page 423, on September 4, 1946;
114tf |
1- Unit
42- Agltate
27-Scarf
WORK
ALL TYPES
deed of George R. Simmons to Fred PIANOS and House Organs tuned,
PARTS
2-Act
45- Spent, at time
B8-At present
LETTERHEADS, STATIONERY
A.
McGlauflin
dated
August
20,
3- Raw metal
46- Dresses with the
$4.00.
Pipe
Organs
tuned,
$50.
JOHN
COMPLETE
PAINT JOBS
JO-Weight measure
For All Chrysler Make Cara.
1946. recorded in Knox Registry of HUBBS, 69 Park St Tel. 199-M.
I.et Us Show Yoh Samples
beak
4-Tell
11- More compact
ANY
TYPE
TRUCK
REPAIRS
Deeds,
Book
264.
Page
410,
on
Au

Dodge-Plymouth-Chrysler
B-Hold
50-A thoroughfare
88-Proteet
113*128
RADIATOR CLEANING AND
gust 23, 1946; deed of George R.
DeSoto
(abbr.)
6- Metric land measure
IB-Half a score
REPAIRS
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work The Courier-Gazette
Simmons to Florence S. Simmons
7- Prepoeitlon
53-Pale
88-A fish
Also Dodge Job-Rated
dated June 28, 1949, recorded In done at the Mend-It Shop, 102
ANY TYPE OF WELDING
8- Serpent
SS-Foot-like organ
87-Squanders
Truck Parts.
Knox Registry of Deeds, Book 295, Union St. Grove St„ entrance. Tel.
57- Condensed moisture
9- Evil
40-Charme
Job Printing Department
94-W. EVA AMES.
125*130
Rowling’s Garage
58- Look
Page 594, on October 17, 1949.
11- Corn-spike
48-Vehicle
59- ln a greater degree
NELSON BROS. GARAGE
R. L. Andersen, Supt.
12- 8egment
44-Seatter, as seed
Dated at Rockland, Maine, this
ANTIQUES, Glass, China. Furni
178 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, MR,
-A fowl
14-Anger
48-A dance
ture. old Paintings, etc., wanted. PHONE 770, ROCKLAND, ME.
S15 MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME. 17th day of December, 1949,
TEU M8-«
18-Part of a carpenter's 62-The (Fr.)
47-Determlned
P. WILLARD PEASE.
CARL E. FREEMAN, Glen Cove.
82-tf
100-aw-tf
Joint
84-Very
r' m
48- Ahsad
126-T-I
Sheriff. Tel. Rockland 103.
8tf

WARREN

r

VINALHAVEN
MRS. EMMA WINSLOW
Correspondent

Telephone 13-4

W.T. PERSON
CHAPTER XXIV

"If lt takes directness, then I’m
their man." And, to Hope: “How
about riding around with me for a
while? I'd be glad to have you intro
duce me to my future constituents."
"Thanks, not this morning,” Hope
said. “I know few people here."
He smiled, looked at Granny,
“You see, I said I wasn't subtle! A
slick operator would have known
how to go at it to get charming
company."
“That ‘charming’ sounds rather
slick. I'd say," Granny told him.
“No, she's right. If she rode around
with you, a lot of these people would
talk up a regular storm of gossip.
You’d lose votes aplenty!"
“Guess you're right. WeU, how
aftiut this Idea? Some evening I'U
come out and get the whole family
and take you to the show in town.
Would that be all right?"
“That," Kate said, “would be
wonderful!”
"We’d pay our way,” Andy said.
“You can't go around hauling all
the voters to the show.”
“Offer to pay your way, sir, and
you spoil everything. I like to look
generous! Besides, you’re the only
homesteaders I want to take to the
^w. You're not Uke most of these
people. You've lived against a dif
ferent background. I've wondered a
lot about you, out here against this
wilderness.”
When he left. Granny watched
him walk out to the car, and Hope
saw that she was pleased with
Jerry Burke.
At noon, Granny brought up the
subject of the promise of an eve
ning in town, and mentioned Jerry.
It was sweU news to Dave. Big
looked up.
IB "I know Jerry," he told them.
“He's aU right Someday he'll go
places."
"Were you in high school to
gether?” Hope asked. This was a
good chance to talk with Big Hal
leck about something!
"On the football team together
for two years,” he told her. "You'll
like him.”
This, it seemed, was all he
wished to say on the matter. Big
had a way of closing a subject with
out actually locking it shut with
4kords.
I Andy wanted to go to work on
Friday, but they persuaded him
against it. On Saturday, though, he
did go to the clearing with Big and
Dave and the sight of it warmed
his heart. Why, there was enough
land open, except for some stumps
that could be plowed around and
burned in the fall, for a field!
“Big,” he exclaimed gratefully,
“you’re a regular Paul Bunyan! We
can't ever do enough to pay you
back.”
"Dave can," Big joked. “Wait'U
fall. I’ve got a rattlesnakey low
Stretch waiting for him to clean
up." Then, seriously: “I didn't help
on your house, for I was busy. I
wanted to do somethin'.”
Spring came on fast. The dog
wood burst into blossom with star
tling whiteness against the dark for
est Along the bayou and the deep
swamp the willows became faint de
signs of graygreen smoke in prom
ise of lush foliage. Squirrels leaped
and chattered—the gray ones more
faring in aerial feats than the heav
ier fox squirrels or the occasional
black ones.

deer season, that he would be even
angrier this time. And it was better
to let such a thing die out. perishing
in its own falsity; stirring it up
again would only give it fresh im
petus, and ugly tongues another
chance to wag. So she had kept it to
herself.
Jerry Burke came out on a Fri
day afternoon, just before sundown,
to make his promise good: “Give
me my supper," he said to Kate,
“and I’ll take everybody to the
show. Is it a deal?”
“Sold!" Kate agreed. "1 was
wondering when you'd show up.”
"Been busy. I'm really turning on
the heat in the interest of my favor
ite candidate. And if everybody
voted for me who's promised to. I’m
a chosen man!”
It was a nice evening. Andy tried
to pay for the tickets, but Jerry let
him get almost to the window and
then called, “I bought ’em before
coming out to your place, just to be
sure you didn't play a trick on me."
"You win," Andy said. "You’iie
subtle enough, I’d say.”
It was late bedtime when they re
turned home. As the taillight of
Jerry’s sedan disappeared along

the winding road that led back to
the gravel. Granny said:
"Big was right when he said we’d
like Jerry Who could help it?”
“1 hope he's running for some
thing when I'm old enough to vote."
Dave said. "He’ll get mine."
“What if he and Big were after
the same oflice?” Kate inquired.
“How would you vote then?"
"I don’t know. Anyway, Big won’t
be in politics.”
At breakfast the next morning
Granny spoke of going to church.
“Even a poor sermon would be
better than hone," she said. “When
shall we pile into the wagon and go
hear Brother Cowann?"
"I’m ready any time,” Andy told
her. "Tomorrow, Kate?”
“Why not? I've been thinking we
ought to go. At least we can see our
neighbors there and maybe find out
why they’ve dropped us.” She
looked at Hope, who was paying
strict attention to her breakfast.
“You’re mighty quiet," she said.
"She just doesn’t want to ride to
church in the wagon," Dave put in
gruffly. "It’s 'country.' "
“You make very broad state
ments,” Hope told him. She looked

“3*'

An Evening
'At the Movies
It was by now obvious that the
neighbors had dropped them. Big
Halleck was the only one who had
come since the flood, and Hope had
sensed that he was different. Just
after returning home from the refu
gee camp, everyone had been busy
and no one had had time for visitin*. It was understandable that no
one came to the Ives place in those
days. But much time had passed
since then. Kate and Granny had
long since noticed. They laid it to
Birdie Webster, and thought the
trouble had begun on Christmas
morning.
“The case of the unexplained tur
key!” Granny put it.
“And there’s no imagining what
the woman has told!" said Kate.
“Good heavens, isn't there anything
too little and trifling for some womto start trouble over?"
Hope had been tempted then to
tell them the real reason, but she
had waited so long to mention it
that she kept quiet. She knew that
Andy would go to Hank, just as he
had gone to Sig Flanagan back in

“Were you in high school togeth
er?" Hope asked.

at her mother, who was waiting for
her vote on the church question. All
along she had vaguely expected this
to arise, and she had dreaded it. If
she could just know what had been
said about her! If there were any
way to combat the whispering cam
paign that Birdie and Oreen—and
perhaps Hank himself—had started!
But there was no good reason that
she could give for not wanting to go
to church with the family. "What
ever you ail decide,” she said,
“suits me.”
Andy and Dave left with the
mules and the two turning plows
for the clearing. Today they would
start breaking land for cotton. They
•-HB
Repay
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Honoring her birthday a surprise
party was given to Mrs. Margaret
Gliddcn last Wednesday by Mrs.
Amy Calderwood. with whom Mrs.
Gliddcn is passing the Winter. The
afternoon was devoted to cards,
first honors going to Miss Elizabeth
dreaded the roots lurking in wait.
All day long they would fight those Pease, second to Mrs. Eva E. Smith.
hidden enemies, and long before There was a surprise gift for each
night they would be sore and guest. At the close of the afternoon
bruised.
the company adjourned to the near
“We should've brought the ax,” by Down Easter Inn, where they
Andy said. "A lot of big roots will partook of a lobster supper. Joke
need to be cut. Each of us should favors at each plate added to the
have an ax fastened to the plow merriment of the occasion. Mrs.
handle or on the beam. I must fix
Glidden received a fine gift from the
that broken ax.”
guests, also a beautiful bouquet of
“Don't forget to get a handle for
yellow
chrysanthemums from Mrs.
it. next time you’re in town,” Dave
begged. “Every chance we get, Calderwood. Present were, Edith
we’ll be clearing more land. We Newbert, Elizabeth Pease, Dorothy
want a bigger crop next year.”
Headley, Louise Wareham, Eva E.
When they came in sight of the Smith and Jeannette Carver.
clearing, the corn was sparkling
Mrs. Villa Sprague was hostess
with dew as the first rays of the sun
struck it. Then they saw the hogs. to the "Non Eaters" Thursday at
There were twenty-five or thirty of her home. Dinner was served and a
them, mostly shoats, rooting busily social afternoon enjoyed.
among the potatoes. They were
Sidney Smith Q.M.S.N. arrived
midway the long rows, but even
Saturday
from Norfolk, Va., to
from that distance Dave and Andy
could see the vines lying helter- spend Christmas with his mother,
skelter, torn from the loose soil by Mrs. Leon Arey.
the foraging intruders.
The "Bridge 8" wa.s entertained
"Hey!” Andy yelled. “Soooooeee! Thursday night by Mrs. Florence
tie dropped the rope lines and ran,
stooping to catch up a club, which Smith. Lunch was served, the table
he waved as he raced for the shoats. centerpiece being a small prettily
decorated Christmas tree with dain
ty gifts for each guest. First honors
Andy Goes Looking
at cards were won by Mrs. Hilma
For Sig Flanagan
Webster, second, Mrs. Dora Boman
“Sooooeeee!” Davewhopped, gain
consolation, Mrs. Lena Christie,
ing on Andy.
W. F. Coombs has returned after
The shoats saw them coming
through the corn. Some of the more a visit of two months with his
timid let out frightened "Oofs” and brothers Ralph in Santa Fe, N. M.,
ran Several of those left, either and Maynard at Albuquerque, N. M.
stupid or curious to learn why two Enroute he was guest of Mr. and
grown men were acting so strange I Mrs. Walter Robbins in Pratt Kan
ly, stood their ground and watched
Andy and Dave bear down upon sas.
Mrs. Anne Carver was hostess
them. The remainder rooted faster
and smacked in wicked pleasure Thursday to the E.O.T.s for desert
over their findings, loyal to the bridge. First honors went to Mrs.
theory that stolen sweets are best.
Hazel Roberts consolation to Mrs.
But when Andy and Dave burst Madeline Smith .Lunch was served
out of the corn and into the stretch
uf potatoes, the lingering hogs from a prettily decorated table,
wheeled away and followed the oth appropriate to the season and a
ers. They made a mixture of sounds Christmas tree with gifts for each
in retreat: squealing in protest, guest added to the enjoyment.
grunting. or making coughlike
Pfc. Gordon Burgess who has
“Oofs!” that suggested hoarse, been passing a brief furlough here
raucous laughter.
Dave and Andy hurled their clubs with his parents Mr. and Mrs. Hol
at the animals and yelled angry lis Burgess went Saturday to Biloxi
warnings after them. Andy was Miss., where he will take up the
Breathing hard from anger and study of radar mechanics.
exertion.
Members of the Antique Club met
“This is awful!" Andy groaned. Friday at the C. and C Restaurant,
“Just look how they’ve torn up the for dinner, then going to the home
vines and tumbled them around! of Mrs May Lawry, where the fea
This is enough to make a man cry! ture of a delightful afternoon was
Sig Flanagan will pay for this!”
a Christmas tree with gifts for all
"It's just a stretch here in the present. The remainder of the
middle of the rows,” Dave offered,
trying to comfort him. “And they afternoon was passed with sewing.
Charles Adams, student at the
didn’t get all the vines here; a lot
U. of M., is spending the Christmas
of them haven't been touched.”
"I see," Andy told him. "It could vacation with his parents Mr. and
be worse but this is bad enough. Mrs. Franklin Adams.
t
They're coming back again too. if
Guests at the Down Easter Inn
something's not done.”
"We’U have to fence the field in,”
Dave said.
and to want to make them feel a
“I may have to, but it’s not right. worthy part of the community.
Hogs have no business on my land. Something had happened; Andy was
I don't let my stock run on people— sure of it
what little stock I have. And I won't
let ’em when I do have cows and A Piece of Advice
hogs and such. I'm going to town
That Went Astray
and see Sig Flanagan today!”
It was still early morning. Mr.
Mr. Bird might know where he
Eliot seldom left with his Saturday could find Sig Flanagan. He went to
fish until around nine o’clock. Andy the hardware store.
had time to change from field
“Well, come in, Andy Ives!” the
clothes before leaving for New merchant called. “Any cotton
castle.
blooms yet?"
Kate was very unhappy over the
“Just breaking to plant,” Andy
potatoes, but she was against the told him. “I’m a little late. Whq does
idea of shooting hogs. “The poor have blooms this early?”
things don’t know any better.” she
“Nobody, of course. I thought you
said. "Besides, what if you killed a might be turning out a miracle out
mother pig that had little ones?”
there. What can I do for you this
"Don't be sentimental about this fine morning?”
thing. I’m not raising potatoes for
"Well, I thought you might be
half-wild hogs!”
“Shoot them from a distance.” able to tell me where to find Sig.
Granny suggested. “Give them a hot Where does he hang out most of the
sprinkling, and they’ll stay out of time?”
"Oh. around and about." Mr.
the field. After all, that's what you
Bird studied Andy's face keenly.
want.”
“I won’t kill ’em unless 1 have "Hog trouble?”
"They're digging my potatoes a
to," Dave promised. And he left for
the field, shells clicking softly in his little early.” Andy told him. “Yes.
pocket as he walked. He felt very go ahead and say it: I should have
responsible with the old double- got that wire from you."
"Whll, I thought it, but I wasn’t
barrel across his shoulder. He didn't
intend to run from that rangy sow going to throw it up to you.”
any more!
Andy grinned sheepishly. “Didn't
Riding to Newcastle in the Eliot think you would. Oh, say, I’ll take
car was an experience. Most of one of the ax handles out of the rack
the upholstery was gone off the there. Need one pretty badly."
seat, and the coiled springs had a
Mr. Bird selected a clear, straight
sly way of reaching up. when the handle, sighting along it for true
roadster struck a sharp bump, and ness. "This is a good one," he said,
pinching the rider. This startled passing it to Andy. “A fine piece of
Andy at first; when he realized hickory. A man your size can't
what was assaulting him he rode break it.”
with his hands flat down beside
"I can do some mighty awkward
him and pushed himself up, trying things with an ax," Andy confessed.
to “sit light.”
Then he paid for the handle and
Mr. Eliot yelled suddenly, in a left.
voice that was high-pitched In its
Mr. Bird called, “If I can be of
strain to be heard above the bedlam help, let me know."
of the motor, "I believe I need a
“Thanks," Andy said. "You may
tappet adjusted.”
get the chance before my crop's
Andy turned quickly, startled, made and gathered.”
sure that the old man was being
He saw Mr. Eliot’s car in front of
funny. No one could hear so tiny a Santini's Cafe, across and down the
click as an ailing tappet would street. Nick Santini was one of the
make! But Mr. Eliot was quite seri trotllner’s best customers. Andy
ous. So. Andy whooped back: started that way, intending to leave
"Yeah, sounds a little like it.”
the ax handle in the car before look
That was their conversation en ing up Rig Flanagan.
route to Newcastle.
He crossed the street and was
Fearing trouble vyith Flanagan, passing Harrell's Pool Room when
Andy had even left his pocketknife a familiar voice attracted his atten
al home. There was enough to worry tion. He turned involuntarily and
about now without running afoul of looked into the poolroom. Sig Flana
the prejudiced authorities. The way gan was standing just Inside the
the homesteaders had so abruptly door, talking with a short, heavy-set
stopped coming to see them, for in man. He looked straight at Andy,
stance. There was a mystery in that, and his heavy face tightened
all right. Before Christmas every quickly. _ __ _ ______
one had appeared to like the Iveses
(To be continued) .

crew members of the North Haven New Haven. Conn., for a visit with
last week were Mrs. Esther Mayo.
NORTH HAVEN
II, the telephone operators and W. her sister, Mrs .Merideth Trefrey.
Rockland; O. E. Huse, Kents Hill;
Mr. and Mrs. August Tomer went S. Hopkins, Co.
Miss Gwendoline Greene will oc
Arthur H. Ravelson and Warren
Friday to Newark, N. J., where they
cupy the house during her absence.
J. Sedar, Worcester, Mass.
Most
Excellent
Chief
Olive
Curtis
will pass the holidays with his
Mrs. Winona Brown passed the
was given a surprise party Wednes.
Albert (“Happy”) Earle arrived parents.
day after the Pythian Sisterhood week-end in Rockland with her
Saturday from Princeton University I
sister Mrs. Goldie Stanley.
and will spend Christmas with his) The new home of the Baird-Cal- meeting.
parents Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Earle derwood Morrison-Parsons Post oi
The card and beano party given
Mr. and Mrs. John Riddle and
the American Legicn and Auxiliary son John, have gone to Nashville, Saturday by the Knights of Pythias
and brother Dr. Ralph P. Earle.
Miss Dorothy Johnson, student was dedicated Thursday at a joint Tenn., where they will pass Christ and the Sisterhood was well at
at the Katherine Dell Secretarial meeting of the Legion and Auxil mas with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. tended. Refreshments were served
School, Boston, is spending the hol iary. County Commander James C. E. Riddle, after which they will and the door prize was awarded to
idays with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Small of Camden made the formal visit her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. Foster Morrison. A doll, with an ex.
tensive wardrobe .went to Nancy
Vaughn Johnson at the Down presentation of the building to the W. Malott in La Gunta, Col
Post, and Past Commander Phillips
Crockett.
Easter.
North Haven Grange held its In
L. Brown accepted for the Post.
J. F. Dyer and H. C. Parsons are
The Washington Club met Friday Commander Irven E. Stone spoke stallation of Officers Saturday eve
on
a motor trip to New York and
night at the home of Mrs. F. H. briefly of the co-operation given by ning with these officers installed:
Winslow. A picnic supper was served the Legion and Auxiliary members Master, George Young; overseer, New Jersey.
Lyman Hopkins is home from
Kenneth Mills; lecturer. Harriet
and the evening passed with va
and outside friends to make the
rious kinds of handiwork. Members
Stone; chaplain, Frank Waterman; Stayles College in Boston to pass
new home possible. Brief speeches
present were Mrs. Manon Littlefield,
steward, Alyce Eeverage; assistant Christmas with his parents, Mr.
of congratulation wfere given by
Mrs. Carrie Mullen, Mrs Edith
steward, Daniel Pendleton; lady as. and Mrs. Elmer Hopkins.
County Commander James Small,
Schools close Tuesday for the
Newbert and Mrs. Eva E. Smith.
Past Commander Colon Winslow sistant, Alice Grant; Ceres, Lucy Christmas recess.
Mrs. S. L Winslow', Mrs. Albert
Hopkins;
Pomona,
Olive
Gregory;
and Post Adjutant Alec Hood ot
Guptill, Mrs. William Lawry and
Flora, Florence Brown; secretary, The warmth of tlie Gulf Stream
1 Vinalhaven, Warren Pressley of
Mrs. Fred Greenlaw were visitors
Danforth, Dr. V. H. Shields, Leslie Mildred Mills; treasurer, Hiram makes Murmansk the on'y ice-free
Saturday in Rockland.
Dyer and Wendell Howard. A short Beverage; gatekeeper, Herbert Par Russian port except those on the
Mr. and Mrs. Langtry Smith and
program followed with songs by sons to be installed later, because Black Sea. Archangel, five degrees
Mrs. Jennie Smith are spending the
Corice and Elaine Gillis, monolog away. Leroy Beverage of Hope farther south, is ice-bound in the
holidays with Mr. and Mrs. Walter by Elizabeth Bunker and projector Grange was installing officer w.th Winter.
Smith in Windsor, Conn.
slides by Commander Irven Stone. Edith Mills as marshal, Cor.nne
Guests registered last week at : followed by refreshments. The Le Demmons as regalia bearer and Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
The Islander were: U. N. Lord, gion and Auxiliary officers held Louise Staples as emblem bearer.
Brewer A. O. Nelson, Winterport; { open house Sunday, for friends and Arthur Emerson was appointed to
Henry Kofeel, Lovell; Ralph Per townspeople with 93 registering on serve on the executive committee
RUBBER STAMPS
rin, Rockland; James Mayo, Thom the guest book. Special guests were and Lawrence Grant tto take the
ANY SIZE
aston; F. Daniels, Augusta; Edward charter members of World War I place of Alyce Beverage, resigned.
On
Order at
Dearborn, Camden.
j Auxiliary, Mary Brown, Mary Lewis, Eight members of Pleasant River
Grange
of
Vinalhaven
were
present
Walter E. Pendleton
j Rose Dyer, Elsie Brown and Emma
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
News was received here Saturday Snow. Flowers were donated by the
Mrs .Ronald Gillis has gone to
by relatives of the sudden death,
Dec. 16, Walter E. Pendleton, 81,
at his home in Brookline, Mass.
Mr. Pendleton was the son of
Josephine (Carver) and Leander
Pendleton. His mother was a native
of Thomaston, where his parents ”
PANTS, SWEATERS, NECKWEAR, HOSIERY, JACKETS, HATS. BELTS, J
always maintained a Summer home,
UNDERWEAR, SHIRTS, BILLFOLDS, GLOVES, PAJAMAS, SPORT SHIRTS, j
the familiar Rock cottage. All his
OVERALLS, LINED FROCKS.
Summers from childhood to the pre
sent were spent there, where he was
— HUNDREDS OF LOW PRICED ITEMS well know and had many friends,
who gladly welcomed his return
SHOP AT ECONOMY AND SAVE
each year, and will greatly regret to
learn of his death.
He is survived by his sister, Mrs.
Carrie Pendleton of Brookline, and
several cousins.
Funeral services will be held to
Brown and Navy Coat Style,
O/IO
day from the residence.
Fleece Lined .......................................................

I Gifts Men Appreciate Are Gifts To Wear \

SWEATERS

THORNDIKEVILLE
Mrs. Leroy Croteau spent the past
week with her mother, Mrs. Laura
Soule and other rlatives in Gar
diner.
Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Childs and
Mr. and Mrs Larkin Thorndike were
xisitors Friday in Waterville where
Mr. Childs consulted an eye special
ist.
Mrs. Emily Pushaw has sold her
farm to. her son, Joseph Pushaw,
but retained a life lease.
Miss Susie Levett teacher, is at
her home in Dixmont for the holi
days.
Mrs. Lucretia Pushaw recently
visited her mother, Mrs. Emily
Pushaw and was overnight guest of
Mrs. Lester Merrill.
Mrs. .Beatrice Howard and son
Hazen Howard whose home burned
recently, an account of which ap
peared in last Tuesday's issue, are
in Rockland for the present.

A Aft

Navy Coat Style 100%

..........................................................UiVw

Pure Wool

Pearl Gray Coat Style 100',

Pure

Wool, Zip Front ...........................................

Teal Heather Coat Style.

Virgin Wool

100',

....................................................

SWEATERS
PULLOVER STYLES
, Reindeer, Eagle and Other Designs.
Sweaters That Are Beautiful.
Many
Colors.
100% Virgin Wool ....................

Other Pullover Styles, $2.98

5.951

Grays, Greens, Maroons, Navy.
100',
Virgin Wool.
Solid Colors.
V-Neck,
Ring Neck, Plain Knit or Fancy Knit . . .

Read The Courier-Gazette

Also $4.95 and $5.45 Grades

OFFERS
SENSATIONAL
LOW PRICE
IN TIME FOR
CHRISTMAS
MEN'S
100% ALL WOOL

GABARDINE
TROUSERS
29 TO 42

REG. 14.95 to 16.50
GRADES

All One
Price

USEFUL GIFTS

USEFUL GIFTS

USEFUL GIFTS

UNION SUITS

WORK FROCKS

HEAVY PANTS

HEAVY
DENIM
LINED

MENS HEAVY
LONG SLEEVES
LONG LEGS

PLAID

BOYS’ GIFT SCOOP
;

WOOL MIXED.
OXFORD GRAY.
29 TO 50.

Beautiful Patterns.

PLAID SHIRTS

FOR MEN

14 to 17

GREEN, MAROON, GRAY,
TANS, BROWNS
PASTEL SHADES IN PINKS,
YELLOWS AND OTHERS

RED AND BLK.
BLK. AND WHITE
13 TO 14 li
LOW PRICE-

$2.98, $3.98
up to $5.95

USEFUL GIFTS
MEN’S PANTS
SPRUCE
GREEN.
ALL WOOL.

BOYS’ PANTS

FAMOUS
CASEY
JONES
MAKE

5.95

HEAVY
CORDUROY

TANS, BROWNS, GRAYS
BLUES, GREENS

BUY HIM

$2.19, $2.65,

ALSO 40-60

Shirts

$2.98, $3.98

Whites and Colors

$4.98 up to $6.95

GABARDINE

Q

J.tFO
Others, $4.98

Others In
COTTON FLANNELS
SUEDES, WOOLS

Boys’, $4.98

TROUSERS

SPORT SHIRTS

Flannel Shirts

HEAVY ALL WOOL BUFFALO

TIES

BOYS’ HEAVY

$7.45

PLAID SHIRTS
ALL
WOOL.
6-8-tn

2.98
BOYS’ PLAID

Wheels Balanced

FLANNEL SHIRTS

Wheel Aligning

$1.59

Sperdomrter Repair Work On
All Chrysler Make Can

Nelson Bros. Garage
515 MAIN ST.,
TEL. 720
ROCKLAND, ME. 50-tf

WHITE

DRESS
SHIRTS

ECONOMY
Clothes Shop
u

435 MAIN ST.

<

Ik ROCKLAND jl

Beautiiul
Patterns
All Lined.
Reg. 1.50,
For Christmas

One Price—All Boxed.

nnsnr
THOMASTON

ROCKPORT

CAMDEN

News and Social Items, Notices and Advertisements may be sent
or telephoned to
MRS. GLADYS CONDON, ERIN STREET, TEL. 113-S

MRS LEE SHAW
Correspondent

MISS HELEN M. RICH
Correspondent

Tel Camden 2564

Telephone 2214

Grades One, Two and Three of
the Hoboken School presented this
program Friday to parents and
friends: Playet, Santa's Helpers
Strike Charles Crockett, Brenda
Spear. Michael Gray, Peter Wheeler,
Richard Andrews. Linwood Garey,
Gretchen Miller. David Farley, Lee
Marshall, Dolores Ladd. Betty Lou
Tabbutt and Barbara Rhodes; carol
singers. Brenda Spear, Judith
Young. Gretchen Miller Geraldine
Lovejoy. Janet Meservey. Linda
Ames, Nancy Young. Beverly Clough,
and Linda Jane Barrows; others
participating. Judy Young, Ruth
Pierce. Kathryn Hawkins, Jon Ladd,
Donald Rhodes and Richard Moore.
Gretchen Miller entertained with
a recitation and this was followed
by carols by the school. Santa dis
tributed gifts from the tree and re
freshments were served.
Both patrols of the Girl Scouts
met in the Scout Room Saturday
afternoon and met a new assistant,
Mrs Rita Hare Tlie group divided
into patrols and worked on holders
which is one cf the requirements of
the Tenderfoot rank. Girls of the
Orchid Patrol played games in thc
gym on the completion of its work.
All Scouts interested in carolling
Tuesday are asked to meet at the
Scout Room at 5.45; at the con
clusion of the singing the group
will return to the rcom and have a
Christmas party and tree; refresh
ments will be served.. Plans for . a
skating party will be discussed, also
for a bowling party.

Gage "Timmy" Grindle is home
from Norfolk, Va. ,to spend the hol
idays with his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Harold Grindle.
Mrs. Agnes Ware has received
word from her son Edward Ware of
San Mateo, Calif., that he has beep
commissioned as a Lieutenant in the
Coast Guard.
Herbert J. Gould was elected as
Master ol Megunticook Grange at
the annual meeting last Wednesday.
Others taking office were Douglas
Kelley as overseer; Charles Lord,
secretary; Marston Beverage, trea
surer; Mrs. Lois Daucette, lecturer;
Mrs. Charles
Lord. chaplain;
Charles King, steward; Allton Green
assistant steward; Mrs. Allton
Green, lady assistant steward; Ar
thur Herrick, gatekeeper; Mrs.
Grace King, Ceres; Miss Ruth Free
man. Pomona; and Mrs. Gertrude
Dunbar, Flora. A Christmas party
with a children's program and tree
will be held tomorrow night.
Mrs. Roy Hurd of Lincolnville held
prize wijnning score at the Grange
whist party Saturday night, with
Mrs. Katherine Heald receiving
second, and Mrs. Ernestine Buzzell

The merchants of the town have ! herd Boy." by Darrell Spencer. Billy
decided that there will be no Christ Flint, Blake Donaldson; junior in
mas display of lights on Main termediate chorus. "Angels' Seng,"
pianist, Sally Gillchrest and direc
street.
Each class in the High and tor. Mrs. Margaret Melgard.
Grammar schools has prepared a
Christmas basket for needy fami ,1
lies of the town,
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson and
two children of Rockland have
moved to the Keyes apartment on
Wadsworth street.
A joke Chrstmas tree was held
Saturday at the High School gym
nasium in honor of the Enghth
Grade chaperoned by Mrs. Horace
Keizer and Mrs. Ralph Ludwick.
Games were enjoyed, followed by
: a dance.
The Roaring 20’s met Thursday
with Mrs. Marion Stone. Rockland.
A Christmas tree was prettily
decorated with gifts. Those present
were Glenice Burns, Ann Carney.
The Hospital Personnel annual
Rachel Johnson, Martha Anderson, Christmas party will be held at
Eleanor Chapman. and Betty 5.30 p m. today in the nurses' din
Townsend. The next meeting will ing room. Decorations are in keep
be Jan. 5 with Betty Townsend ing with the holiday and a huge
Beechwood street.
tree with lights will add to the
The Baptist Sunday School party. Gifts will be exchanged,
Christmas tree will be held tonight about 50 employes have signed up
at 7 o'clock in the vestry. A call to attend the dinner.
—KCGH—
from Santa is expected after a short
Mrs. Lillian Lewis, R. N. is still
program. All members and parents
on leave of absence; and Mrs. Ha
are invited.
The Federated Church Christ zel Allenwood. R. N., is out on sick
mas tree will be held Thursday at leave; Mrs. Elizabeth Linscott. R.
N. from Thomaston, joined the staff
7 o'clock.
The program given by the Fed the early part of December.
KCGH erated Sunday School Sunday was:
Admissions: Mrs. Clara Robin
Solo and chorus, "A Song and
son. City; David Gregory, City;
a Star." by Donna Carroll and
Adele Grossman, City; Ralph
the Junior
and Intermediate
Young. City; Baby Dennis Wooster.
group; Scripture, responsive read Thomaston; Maxwell Ames, City;
ing. prayer, iMJeins by Sandra
Sharon Kimball ,Cit> Mrs. Esther
Stetson and Judy Connon; song,
Mrs Evelyn
Lane, Friendship;
“Wake Oh Bethlehem" by Grades Sprague. City.
two and three; poem. “Because Jesus
KCGH
Discharges: Mrs
Came by George Elliot. David Mel
Lucy Spear,
vin and Roy Morse: Junior Inter George Harvey. Erick Toivela. Miss
mediate Chorus, “Wonderful Story; ' Cynthia Barbour. Winslow Godfrey,
poem, "A Child’s Wish.” by Laurel Walter Bowe, Mrs. Doris Hatch and
Stone, Patty Upham. Linda Brooks; son. Baby Catherine Miller, Mary
solo. “Once Upon A Time,” by Jean Louise Cole. Mary Leigh Soule.
Melgard; poem. "I Like To Think of
Southern Rhodesia recently manChristmas" by Joan Grafton; poem. uaftcured its first grain bag exectly
“Christmas All the Year" by Billy a year after building of the factory
Brooks; song, “Draw Near To Wor was started.
ship,” Senior Girls: poem. “Christ
The name “banjo'’ is a Negro
mas Song." Varen Cullen; poem.
“In a Tiny Manger’ by Andrea corruption of the Spanish word
Staples; junior intermediate chorus. "bandon” a three stringed instru
“Bells of
Christmas;"
poem. ment.
"Friendly Beast" by Adreane Harri
Thirty-five years ago tires cost
man. Jackie Harjula. Muriel Ab as much as $90 each.
bott Gloria Weaver. Maureen Carroll, Sally Harjula; solo. “Away In
a Manger,' by Catherine Ludwick;
COMMERCIAL
poem, "A Resemblance" by Petes
Strong; song “The Birthday Of
Our King," beginners and Grade
PHOTOGRAPHY
One; poem. If I Had Been a Shep-

Health Portal

BEANO
MASONIC TEMPLE
UNION, ME.

All Types of Commercial
Photography; Groups,
Weddings, Industrial,
Marine and Insurance,
Aerial.

Every Wednesday Night

ALL WORK GUARANTEED

Games Called at 8.00 P, M.

Sidney L. Cullen

GENEROUS PRIZES
Auspices American Legion

TEL. 907 or 770

104-T-tf

Be A Real Santa
Give Music On Records

Mrs. Sarolyn Winn of Boston
will arrive at the Baptist parson
age Saturday to spend the holidays
with Rev and Mrs. Carl Small.

tion in the Maine Methodist Re
corder; also to present it in other
churches in this area. An offer
ing for the Pension and Camp
Fund will be received. Taking part
in the play are Ernest Crockett.
Marjorie Dodge, Harold Crockett,
Ralph Miller, Edward Auspland, |
Maynard Graffam, Roland Richard
and Mr. Wentworth.
Tlie Baptist parish will hold ac
tivities Friday and there will be
forthcoming announcements con- j
cerning it.
M iss Madelyn Webber is in Au- i
gusta for the holiday recess.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Carver en
tertained as dinner guests Sunday, j
Mrs. Julia Hickey and son. Ches
ter, of Gardiner and Mr. and Mrs.
Herbert Crockett and son, Charles.
Thimble Club will meet Thursday
with Mrs. Blanche Carver as the
hostess and the members will fill!
sunshine baskets after which they
will enjoy a tree and party.
Eunice A. Robbins
Funeral services were held Sun
day for Mrs. Eunice A. Robbins, 79
at the Gilbert C. Laite Funeral
Home in Camden.
Mrs. Robbins was the widow of
Hiram H. Robbins and a lifelong|
resident of this town. She died
Friday at the home of her daughter,
Mrs.Cora Payson, in Camden.
She was born at Deer Isle, March
5, 1870. daughter of Charles and
Judith Harvey Morey.
Survivors are another daughter,
Mrs. Marion Cook, Rockport; fouu
sisters, Mrs. Eldora Blastow, this
place; Mrs. Jennie Ingraham. Man
chester, N. H„ Mrs. William Sim- '
mons, Glenmere and Mrs. Cora Mor
rill, Arlington, Va.; a son, Stanley I
E. Robbins; several grandchildren
and great grandchildren.
Bearers were Casper Daucett, Eu- I
gene St. Clair. Everett Small and
Douglas Small. Interment was in
Seaview cemetery, Rev. B. F. Went
worth was the officiating clergy
man.

Albert Baker is confined to his
home with mumps.
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Rhodes and
daughter. Judith, were in Bangor
Saturday,
The Baptist Youth Group wili
have a Christmas tree and party in
the vestry Thursday following the
prayer meeting.
There will be no meeting of the
Baptist Circle this week.
Miss Elsie Lane will arrive Wed
nesday to spend the Christmas va
cation with her sister, Mrs. Beulah
Baker. Miss Lane is a teacher at
Fryeburg Academy.
Miss Barbara Skinner, guest
speaker at the Baptist Church
Thursday . went Friday to Gardiner.
Rev. and Mrs. Carl Small visited
friends Saturday in South Gardiner.
Mrs. Farmer and her Kindergar
ten pupils entertained several par
ents and fiends in the Hoboken
School Friday morning. The little
tots enjoyed a tree and refresh
ments were served by the teacher.
Ann Ingraham, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. William Ingraham of
Pascal avenue is ill at her heme, and
it is feared she has rheumatic fever.
Schools will reopen Jan. 2.
The Methodist parish will have its
party Thursday and an evening of
fun and serious moments will start
at 7 o'clock. The children of the
Church School will present a pro
gram and following this there will
be a play by the young people and
adults, entitled "The Light of That
Star." Rev.. B. F. .Wentworth, with
the assistance of Youth Fellowship
wrote the play based on actual CAMDEN THEATRE
events which occurred in a Maine
family. The play Is receiving State TODAY THROUGH THURSDAY
wide recognition and Mr. Wentworth
Bud Abbott, Loo Costello
lias been requested to send it in to
“HOLD THAT GHOST”
the Maine Conference for publica-

The Gift That Keeps

the most thrilling and practical of gifts
this year . . . give exciting, time-saving electrical

CAMDEN. MIANE
125»H

Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Feyler
Have Many Guests At
Their Open House

-Photo by Cullen.

High School and will graduate from
the University of Maine ip Febru
ary 1950. He is a member of the
Phi Mu Alpha Sigma Fraternity
and American Legion. He served
four years in the U.S. Army Engin
eers in the European Theatre in
World War II.
Out-of-town guests were Mr. and
Mrs/ Victor Gray of Sandy Point.

Miss Margaret A Gray became
the bride of Charles Chester Libby
Saturday morning at 10 33 in St.
Peter’s Episcopal Church, Rev. E.
O. Kenyon performing the doublc
ring ceremopy. Mrs. Fern Spring
played the traditional wedding
music.
The bride wore a light colored
satin dress with hat to match and
corsage of white orchids. They were
attended by Miss Mary Libby, sis
ter of the bridegroom and Clarence
Butler, classmate ol the bridegroom
at the University ol Maine. Miss
Libby wore wine colored taffeta
with hat to match and corsage of
yellow roses.
The couple left by train for a
wedding trip to New York and will
be at home at the Copper Kettle
alter Dec. 25.
Mrs. Libby is the daughter ol Mr.
apd Mrs. Victor A. Gray, Sandy
Point. She graduated from Stockton Springs High School, West
brook Junior College and Univers
ity of Maine. She is a teacher of so
cial studies at the Rockland High
School. She served during World
War II in the Waves.
Mr. Libby is the son of Mrs.
Catherine Libby, 20 Oak street,
City He graduated from Rockland

Jamaica is seeking from United
Kingdom guaranteed markets for
its sugar and banana crops, and ne
gotiated prices.

KNOX THEATRE GUILD
By Special Request Presents a Repeat Performance of

“VOICE OF THE TURTLE”
By John Van Druten
STARRING
GRETA NELSON. DOROTHY BORGERSON
EUGENE JELLISON
Produced and Directed by Almon B. Cooper

that organization, besides giving
valuable service as a member of thej
YMCA organization, the Chamber ofj
Commerce and the American Le
gion. He is also secretary of the
standing committee of the Diocese
of Maine; a member of its Depart
ment of Promotion, and served for
10 years as chairmap of that de
partment. He is a member of thej
Diocese Committee for the Young
People's Conference and is chair
man of the Diocesan Board of Ex-'
amining Chaplains.

CAMDEN OPERA HOUSE, DECEMBER 29
8.00 P. M.
TICKETS 75c plus tax
Tickets may bc purchased at Walmsley’s Drug Store,
Conant's, Bald Mountain Co, Daniels Jewelers and
Colonial Photographic Services, Inc., Rockland.

Benefit Knox County Chapter of the National Foundation
Infantile Paralysis.

THURS.-FRI.-SAT.

■^wRUSSEll
CUMMINGS

Gifts For A
Man’s Christmas

* COIUM*'A F'ClUBl
THURS. MATINEE ONLY, 1.15
On Our Stage

SPORT SHIRTS
McGregor Gabardine

SWEATERS

Washable

MARTHA LOGAN
COOKING SCHOOL

$5.95 to $15.00
McGregor “William Tell”

Grand Award

Glenhead wool and rayon
sport shirts

L. & H. Electric Range

$10.00
McGregor “Doverdale”

By

Meredith Furniture Store

Washable rayon sport shirts in
solid colors

Thurs. Matinee, all seats 50c

Colorful Ski Sweaters
In McGregor and other makes

$4.95 to $10.00

$3.95
Van Heusen Sport Shirts
$4.95
ARROW, VAN HEUSEN
DRESS SHIRTS

6 CHOICE TURKEYS
(See Other Ad)
— ON THE SCREEN —

WAS HIS FACE RED!
AND HIS NOSE^TOO!

SWANK JEWELRY
Tie Clips

In the new novelty patterns
(saw, hammer, scissors, shovel,
swords, etc.)

$2.50
Other Styles
$1.50 and $2.50
Cuff Links
In colors to contrast with his
'shirts. Also gold color.

$1.50 to $3.50
BUXTON BILLFOLDS
$3.50 to $10.00
INTERWOVEN SOX

Rayons, cottons and wools

Pull Over Sweaters

55c to $2.50
NYLON SOX

Solid colors in dress weight

$4.95 to $6.95

Rib knit

Winners Must Be Present

ii

Mr. and Mrs Ralph B. Feyler of
85 Park street entertained Friday^,
from 3 to 10 p. m., with open house
in honor of their 3Cth wedding an
niversary. The house was attract
ively decorated with the Christmas
atmosphere. The guests were re
ceived by Miss Ruby Thorndike,
sister of Mrs. Feyler, who also had
charge of the guest book.
Refreshments included a Bridal
cake topped with a tiny bride and
groom and was made by Mrs. Keyler. Mrs. Lewella Mills officiated
at the punch bowl and the refresh
ments were served by Mrs. Bessie
Sumner, Mrs. Fiances Clark, Mrs.
Mildred Gagnon and Mrs. Ella
Smith.
The husbands gift to his wife was
a lovely Speidel watch band and
,n return she presented him with
a nice gift. Many nice gifts were
received including money and a
beautifully decorated cake from
Mrs. Jessie Robbins also a bouque||
of snapdragons
and carnations
from Mr. and Mrs. Merton Sumner
of New York. Mr. Sumner is a
nephew of Mr. Feyler.
Several telephone calls and tel
egrams were received.
There was a large attendance of
friends and neighbors and many of
the Educational Club members were
present to wish Mr and Mrs. Fey- ler many more years of happiness
together.
♦

The City of Dundee’s first Scottish
country dance attracted 150 people
to Caird Hall, many of whom wait
Dublins 2000 bus and streetcar
ed an hour for the doors to open.
workers demand trade union repre
sentation in the management of
Population in the United States Eire's new nationalized transport
grew most rapidly after the Civil undertaking.
War; it multiplied nearly three-fold
Justice Clothier said in London
between 1960 and 1910
Divorce Court that erring wives
Women's vanity and desire for against who m divorces are awarded
feathers has cost the United States are just as liable to pay costs as
as many as 5,000,000 birds a year.
guilty husbands.

$1.00
GLOVES

Heavy Shaker Knits
Solid colors

appliances.

WORLD’S FASTEST COMPLETELY AUTOMATIC
RECORD CHANGER!!!
PLAYS THROUGH YOUR PRESENT SET.

TELEPHONE 460.

NEWS—CARTOON

CHRISTMAS
TURKEYS FREE

tg»£All the 45 RPM records are distortion free,
have a live talent quality, a new depth and bril
liance that will astonish you. All records are the
space-saving 7-inch size and made from durable
vinal-plastic.

W. D. HEALD

Mr. and Mrs. Charles C. Libby

892

TODAY AND WEDNESDAY

Married 30 Years

LIBBY GRAY NUPTIALS

TONIGHT ONLY

Records, only $12.95!!!

“Next To the Village Green”

TELEPHONE

TODAY-WED.-THURS.

Player Attachment For 7” 45 RPM

HOUSEHOLD APPLIANCES
DUO-THERM HEATERS

tSTRAMD

rockland

The New RCA Victor 45 RPM Record

Igt^Over 2000 titles available on low cost 45
RPM records by Toscanini, Heifetz, Rubinstein,
Boston "Pops” Orchestra, Philadelphia Orchestra,
and other great Popular and Western Artists and
Orchestras.
i£t£Jump on that “Mule Train” heading North and
pay us a visit either during the day or after supper.
Largest stock of records in this section to choose
from, or eliminate shopping worries by giving
Record Gift Certificates and let your friends choose
their own records.

and Mrs. Mae Spear of Rockport
tieing for consolation. The card
party this week will be Saturday
night.
The Auxiliary of the Sons of
Union Veterans will have its Christ
mas party Friday night at the
Grange Hall.
The children of the Elin Street
School had a special get-to-gether
Friday morning when, under the di
rection of Mrs Jocelyn Christie
remedial reading teacher, they held
an impromptu "Amateur Hour” in
the kindergartep room. The major,
ity of the 128 children assembled
had parts in the program, many
acting as judges.
Ralph Young, Mechanic street
recently celebrated his 80lh birthday
and was honored by a family party
as a surprise, at the home of his
son and daughter-in-law. Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Youjng, Camden road.
Rockport. Present were his brotherin-law and sister, Mr. and Mrs.
Knott Rankin of Rockland Mrs.
Iva Richan, Rockland; Mr. and Mrs.
Guy Young, Lincolnville; his wife
apd their four grandchildren. Espe
cially pleasing to Mr. Young was
the receipt of a letter from his
brother ,Bert Young of Taft, Calif.
from whom he had not heard for
many years. Another sister, Mrs
Ayer of Springfield, Mass., also went
her best wishes. Mr. Young has for
many years been employed in the
Weaving Room of the Knox Mill,
apd still is on the job each day, an
other one of Maine's hardy youngoldsters.
Rev. William E. Berger, rector of
St. Thomas Episcopal Church for
the past 16 years, has handed m
his resignation to take effect Jan
15th. "Father Bill" as he is called
by many of his friends, has accepted
a call to Trinity Church, Lincoln.
Illinois, a city with a population
of 18,000. Trinity Church is one ot
the important churches of the Dio
cese of Springfield, Ill., the bishop
of this diocese is a former rector of
St. Marks’ Church. Augusta. Rt
Rev. Charles A. Clough. Rev. Mr.
Berger has been prominent member
of the Lions Club, having served as
King Lion and has been active on
the Charity Fupd Committee of

PARK;
■
! w*

On Giving

RADIOS

Tuesday-Thursday-Satirdfi?
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$8.95
I

Sleeveless Sweaters
$3.95
Coat Sweaters
$5.95 to $7.50
"BOTANY”

New Homemakers’ Specials

Arrow Shirts

WOOL MUFFLERS
$1.95 and $2.50
RAYON SCARFS
$1.50 to $2.50

In white and colors.

$3.65 to $4.50
Van Heusen Shirts

With spread collars in white
and solid colors

$3.95
Other Shirts, $2.95

Practical and Inexpensive

I

Good quality broadcloth

with UNA MERKEL • Richor d Purcell

STUDLEY HARDWARE CO.
MAIN ST.,

TEL. 20,

THOMASTON, ME.

Also

DON BARRY
MARJORIE STEELE

“TOUGH ASSIGNMENT”
Complete Shows: 2.00—6.25—7.50

'OFF/N’S
MENS

AND

BOYS

FURNISHINGS. SHOES

389

MAIN ST

CLOTHING

AND UNIFORMS

ROCKLAND.

ME

Warm Fur Lined Gloves
$4.95 to $6.95
Wool Lined Gloves
$3.95

Unlined Gloves

Pigskin and Capeskin

$3.95 to $6.95

Rockland Courier-Gaiette, Tuesday, December 20, 1949

Tuesday-Thursday-Saluraa?

CAMPBELL-KENNEDY

&

Social Matters

OPEN
EVERY
EVENING
UNTIL
CHRISTMAS

OPEN
EVERY
EVENING
UNTIL
CHRISTMAS

at SENTER - CRANE’S
The Largest Showing of

Lodge and PartyDresses

t-

We Have Ever Had

i

/

$16.95 to
$29.50
J'
Sizes 1 4 to 44.

1

PARTY

DRESSES

$15.95 to $19.95
Sizes 9 13 and 10 20

McCrary

CHENILLE
“The Stocking with the Arrow’1

SPREADS
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Follow the Famous

Seam-Reminder® Arrow

$7.50
Others, $4.98 to $11.50

to McCrary Nylontl

and wear it centered above your knee

for slim, stay-straight seams..«

for long-lasting leg-loveliness.
In proportioned-to-fit lengths ..«

Big Markdowns!!

Tricycles and Doll Houses!!

Miss Gladys Chapman, R.N., of
Philadelphia is visiting her parents.
Mr. .and Mrs. V. L.. Chapman,
Broad street, for the holidays Miss
Chapman is now making very satis
factory progress from h#*r illness of
the past two months.
The annual T Club Christmas
party was held at the home of Mrs.
Gladys Philbrick. Chestnut street,
Sunday night with Mrs. Dorothy
Chrstoffersen as assisting hostess,
The house was attractively decorat
ed with Christmas greens and an
exchange of gifts was made from
a gayly decorated Christmas tree.
Late lunch was served by the hos
tesses. Others present wre: Mrs.
E. C. Moran, Mrs. Earl MacWil
liams. Mrs. Chauncey Keene and
Mrs. Wesley Thurston, Rockland,
and Mrs. Zelma Dwinal and Mrs.
Earl Achorn, Rockport.

Miss Earlene Perry arrived home
Fiiday from Centenary Junior Col
lege. Hackettstown, N. J., to spend
the holiday recess with her parents,
Mr. .and Mrs. Earl C. Perry, Rankin
street
Miss Madeline Philbrick recently
fiMrtained at a lea and stork
shower honoring Mrs. Russell Hew
ett (Marion Ludwick) of Lisbon
Falls.

Mrs. Georgie Rackliff, Mrs. Bessie

51-30’s ............................... $1.50;
51-15’s .............................. 1.65:
60-15 ................................ 1.95:
45-30 ................................ 1.25;

3 for
3 for
3 for
3 for

$4.40
4.85
5.75
3.65

To Wed Rockland Man

Plans for an early Spripg wed
ding are being made by Bernice
"Chris'' Talbot and Capt Malcolm
W Haskell, USAFR. The brideelect is the daughter ol Mrs. Helen
B. Talbot, 821 Freeman avenue and
Arnel J. Talbot, 354 Chestnut av
enue, Long Beach, California.
She is a
graduate of Poly
technic High School and attended
Woodbury College where she affil
iated with Eta Upsilon Gamma
sorority.
Her fiance is the son of Mrs.
Elizabeth M. Haskell of Rockland.
Me. Originally he was a member of
the RAF American Eagle Squadron
and is co-owner and operator of
Haskell Flying Service.

Sidney and Glenn Folsom have
arrived home from the University
of Maine to spend the Christmas re
cess
with their parents, Mr. and
Miss Barbara Goldsmth, a student
at Lesley College. Cambridge, Mrs. Harold Folsom. Broadway.
Mass., arrived Friday to spend the
Miss Betty Anne Huff of Augusta
holiday recess with her parents, Mr.
was the week-end guest of Mr. and
and Mrs Keith Goldsmith.
Mrs. George Bean. Broadway.

Walter Butler, Jr., a student at
• Clark University, Worcester, Mass.,

Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Cochrane

Benner, Mrs. Thomas Shannon,
were dinner guests last night of Mr.
1 has airived to spend the Christmas
and Mrs. Hugh M. Benner motored
and
Mrs. Harold Colson at their
I recess with his moi her, Mrs Walto Portland. Thursday
i home at Owl’s Head Mrs. Edwin
' ter Butler, Talbot avenue.

Mr. and Mrs. Maurice E. Miller
entertained Saturday night at their
Broadway home.
Invited guests
were: Mr. and Mrs. C. Maxwell
Ames, Mr and Mrs. Josef Vinal,
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Barbour Mr.
and Mrs Hugh M. Benner. and Mr
and Mrs. Donald Goss Cards were
enjoyed, followed by a "joke"
Christmas tree, and late luncheon.

i
j

I Kaura poured.

1 he Home for Aged Women has
been made happy by two generous
Christmas gifts, a complete Christ
mas dinner from Winslow-Holbrook-Merritt Post,, American Le
gion. and a check of $15 from the
Rockland Rotary Club.

The Sunday School Christmas
program and tree at the First Baptst Church will be given Thursday,
at 7 p. m.
i

)

Some of the Gray Ladies met at
the home of Mrs. John Watts,
Thursday night to wrap the fudge
that was so generously donated to
the Red Cross for the veterans at
Togus. The candy was put in onehalf pound packages and each vet
eran will receive a package Christ
mas Eve. Those pr^ent were Mrs.
Susie Lamb, Mrs. Myrtle Hammond.
Mrs. Nellie Reed. Mrs Keller and
Mrs. Mazie Magitz.

Anderson Auxiliary S.U.V. will
i meet Wednesday night for election
Miss Norma Ramsdell, who will . of officers. Supper at 6 with Mrs.
be married on New Years Day to I Mae Cross and Mrs. Velma Marsh
Henry E. Zieke. entertained at a Tea ’ as co-chairmen.
Sunday afternoon from 3 to 5 at
The W.C.T..U. will meet Friday at
her home on State street, honoring
her friends who will serve at her. ’ 2.30
2 30 p' m' w*th the ladies at the
bridal receptiou to be held in the ] Home lor Aged Women. Mrs.. Nel
Thorndike Hotel.
Mrs. Helena ■ '’e Magune will conduct the worRamsdell poured.
Guests were: I ‘^ip seivice. Mrs. Mae Grey will
A group of young people met at
Mrs Foster Farrell. Miss June Present a program of song and story, the home of Elaine St. Peter, Cedar
Cook. Miss Alice Molloy, Mrs There will be a Christmas tree and street, Saturday for a social eveLarry Bowser of Rockland, Mrs.’ Silts. Friends are invited
ning. Present were: Carol Kent,
_. , ,. , ... ,
r
Catherine MacPhail, Sandra Perry,
George Curtis, Owl’s Head; Mrs.
The Ladies Aid of the Littlefield
r
.
William Mahonen, South Thomas Memorial Baptist Church will meet Carol Russell, Caroline Senter, Jan.
ton and Mrs. George White, Ten at 7 o’clock Wednesday night in the et Stone, John Baggs, Justin Cross,
Miss Judith Pease, daughter of
...............
I Neal Jackson, John Ware, Buddy
ants Harbor.
vestry to trim the children's tree.1
_
Mr. and Mrs. James Pease, Broad
St. Clair, Billy McLoon. Billy Pease
way, celebrated her 11th birthday
Miss Evelyn Perry, a student at I The Aid will also have its own
Saturday afternoon with a Hieatre Colby Junior College, New London, j Christmas tree at this time, an an- j Anne and Michael Savitt are
party with Ann Savitt. Dciinda N. H. and Miss Jane Perry from I nua* a«a*r in which 25 cent useful , visiting their aunt ajnd uncle, Mr.
and Mrs. Phil Koritzky for a few
Coughlin. Helen
Doherty and Colby College, Waterville, are Silts are exchanged.
Mar i.t Jones as guests. Following spending the holiday recess with
Winslcw-Holte5rtk-Merritt Post, i days in Bangor.
the movies they adjourned to her their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ray j American Legion Auxiliary will meet! Army's last long football winning
home fcr a we.nie and hamburg mond Perry. Masonic street.
! Monday night at 7.30 at the Legion 1 streak was stopped by Columbia at
roast ,oppe. off with a handsome
The annual Christmas party of I Home A Christmas party and ex- 32 games.
birthday cake.
Judith received
Brownie Troop II was held Satur- change of gifts will follow' business
Bernie Bierman and Chris Cagle
many nice gifts.
day with Mrs. Marie Studley and meet'ng- Each member is asked to are former Mississippi State head
Mr. and Mis. Arnold McConehie Mrs.. Neva Wiggin in charge and talce a gift f°r the tree,
coaches of football.
were given a housewarming recently the^mothers attending. The Brownie ,
p^TYf the 11th AirThe Gravesent, England, Cycling
at their new home at Ingraham Hill Scout Mirror Ceremony' was im
borne Division. Camp Campbell. Ky., Club elected a novel vice president—
and presented with a bridge lamp. pressively observed with each girl
is at the home of his parents,, Mr. Harvey, the imaginary rabbit of
A social evening followed by re giving her laws and promise, and and Mrs Gardner L
for
the play now running in London.
freshments were enjoyed.
The receiving her Brow nie Scout Pin I
15-days' furlough.
group included Mrs. Florence McFor some time We have not been
i Conchie, Mr. and Mrs. James Pease, given a wall paper*covered box ; Mr. and Mrs. Dudley Ultcrback satisfied with out telephone service.
Mr. and Mrs. Irving McConehie. made at the last meeting. Gilts and daughter Carol Ann of Bangor Now, just in time for Christmas
Mr. and Mrs. Leroy Benner, Mr. from the tree were distributed to .spent the week-end with her par Shoppers we are going to try the
and Mrs. George Shute, Mr. and all. Aloha Athearn. Rayberta Jor ents, Mr. and Mrs. Ardrey Orff
Personalized Service. This simply
Mrs. Charles Hare. Miss Phyllis dan, Rebecca Dow and Harriet Ep- 1 Ocean street.
means that one exprienced person
Shute, and Mr. and Mrs. Donald stein celebrated their birthdays by '
will handle all your phone orders
All
Cloth
Coats
reduced.
Open
Lewis, Mr. .and Mrs Clayton With blowing out the candles on their
Lucien K. for whatever department. Call 558
am, Mr. and Mrs. Harold Snow individual birthday cakes. Refresh- j evenings this week.
and ask for the “Personal Shopper.”
Green
&
Son,
School
St..
City.
man, Sheriff and Mrs. Willard ments and candy were served by i
Senter-Crane Company.—adv. I251t
125-126
Pease, Leatrice. Frank and Dorothy the troop committee
—Shute were unable to attend but
The Business Girls' Club met at
joined in sending the gift.
the home cf Miss Louise Smith, 68
Miss Eileen Ames, a Senior at Masonic street. Wednesday night..
Beauty
Oak Grove School fcr Girls, Vassal- Members present were Priscilla
! boro. Maine, is spending her holiday Eddy, Ruth Emery, Louise Smith.
Is Her
[ vacation with her parents. Mr. and Anna Bullard, Diane Cameron,
Mrs. Weston L. Ames of Matinicus. Dorothy Harden, Elizabeth Sawyer,
Choice
j Miss Ames who is treasurer of her Marilyn Carver, Virginia Conant.
class and vice president of the June Stiles and Rachel Robinson.
—and yours, for a really
Ridgin Club recently appeared in The business session was omitted,
different gift. Our Gift Cer
.T‘
the Senior play “The Connecticut [ Prizes were awarded to the winners
tificate includes any beauty
Yankee' presented by the Senior i in a word building game and for
!, Class at Oak Grove. Miss Ames the most nearly correct guess as to
treatment she prefers.
! has as her guest this week, Miss the number of beans in a jar. Gifts
PERMANENTS, $5.00 to $15.00
‘ I Sirppa Kaarine Larra from Finland, were distributed from an attractive
a post-graduate student at Oak . Christmas tree.
Anna Bullard
A Permanent Makes a Nice Gift.
j Grove School and who is represent- j played the piano to accompany the
i J ing her country in America under j group singing of Christmas Carols
Visit Our Christmas Gift Bar. We have items which
the American Friends Service Com- and popular songs. A round-robin
will please your most discriminating feminine friend.
; mittee, and is a student of highest letter was written to Priscilla Pow
i, scholarship.
ers. the club’s past president, who
is now' employed at the infirmary
An ideal Christmas gift. Slippers
of Da: tmouth College, Hanover N. H
GILBERT’S
for men, women and children.
Ruth Emery and Priscilla Eddy as
QUALITY SHOE SHOP. 310 Main
sisted the hostess with refresh
St..
122-126
BEAUTY SALON
ments.
A two cent stamp is required this
HELEN OLDIS KNIGHT, Prop.
season on unsealed
Christmas
FANCY
375 MAIN ST..
TEL. 142
card mailingss instead of Hie for
HOLIDAY COOKIES
mer one end one half cent postage.
85c PER LB.
ROCKLAND. ME.
Call Evenings
I
122 126
Edwin Libby Relief Corps will
meet Thursday night. Members
who wish to put tags in the box
will take them to Grand Army Hall.
These toys will take the place ol
the gift exchange, as in past years,
and will be presented to Mrs. Ries
to use in her work during the sea
son, thereby bringing cheer to
some needy family. A program will
be presented and f nal arrangement.
lor installation, in January, will be
made. Mis. Rose Sawyer will pre
nre-
side and Mrs. Eliza Plummer is
chairman of the toy project.

Kippy Carnival Attention

Popular Basket Design. White and Colors.

the lounge at the telephone office.
Games were enjoyed with an ex., change of gifts from a handsomely
decorated tree. Miss Nettie Jordan,
chief operator, was given an Eve
ning in Paris set from the group.
Refreshments of ice cream, cake
and soft drinks were served The
committee were Misses Mary and
Louise Smith. Present were: Miss
Nettie Jordan, Miss Louise Con
nolly, Miss Naomi Withington, Mrs.
Jean Lawless, Miss Janet Smith,
Mrs. Helen Phillips, Miss Celia
Herrick, Miss Eleanor Weed. Miss
Cynthia Knowlton, Mrs. Katherine
Blethen, Mrs. Lola Smith, Miss
Louise Smith, Miss Mary Johnson
and Mrs. Grace Azevedo.
Mr. and Mrs, Dudley Harvey and
daughter Deborah arrived Thursday
from Boston to spend the Christ
mas recess with his mother, Mrs.
Emma Harvey. Berkeley street. Mr
Harvey is a special student at the
New England
Conservatory of
Music.

•

A Great Value!

L
Mrs. Emma Harvey held her annual Christmas party Sunday afternoon for her younger pupils. She
was assisted by Miss Janice Beal
Prizes at games were won by Ed■ ward Baxter Jr., Marion Talbot and
Arnold Wright A Christmas tree
,: with exchange of gifts was a plea1 j sant feature. These students parti
cipated in the entertainment, Hel
en Snowman, trumpet solo; John
Alden and Robert Crie. trumpet
duet; Marion Talbot, saxophone
solo. This was followed by group
playing. Refreshments of ice cream
and cake were served Present were
Robert Crie, John Alden, Ronald
Orcutt, Marion Talbot, Arnold
Wright, Helen Snowman, Edward
Baxter. Jr., Edmund Bodman, Har
old Kinney, Sylvia Treneer and Ar’ i thur Adolphsen of Rockland, Rob
ert Regnier Camden and Bruce
Strong, Thomaston.

Mr. and Mrs. Maurice E. .Miller
Mrs. Buddie J. Miller has re
spent Friday in Portland.
turned home from Knox Hospital
The telephone operators held a where she has been a tonsilectomy
Christmas party Friday night in patient.

Eastern Star, Rebekahs, etc.

w

Joseph Russell Campbell of'ingraham Hili, son of Mrs. Olivia Mer
rill, El Paso, Tex., and Frank Camp
bell, Brooklyn, and Miss Dorothy
Alice Kennedy of Rockland, daugh
ter of Mr and Mrs. Maurice B. Ken
nedy, were married at 1 o'clock Dec.
19 at the Methodist parsonage. Rev.
Alfred G. Hempstead read the
double ring service.
The matron of honor was Miss
Leona Grindle, and the best man
was Raymond Kennedy, brother ol
the bride.
The bride wore a wine suit with
white accessories. The corsages
worn by the bride and matron ot
honor were white carnations. The
bride carried an embroidered 1 nen
handkerchief carried by the groom's
grandmother, Mrs. Florence Patter
son 55 years ago to her wedding.
The bride graduated from Rock
land High School in the class of
1942. The groom attended the
Rockland Schools. He spent eight
years in the Army, and holds the
Bronze Star for saving a truckload
of radio equipment at El Guettar,
Tunisia in March 1943. He took
part in three D-Days at North Af
rica. Sicily and Normandy He holds
campaign stars for North Africa.
Sicily, Tunis and the Rhineland;
also the Purple Heart for wounds
received June, 1944, in Normandy.
Mr. Campbell is associated with
Vincent Nuccios Shoe Repair Shop
in Camden.
After a two-weeks' honeymoon
trip to New York, the couple will
make their home at Ingraham Hill.

For social items ln The Courier.
Gazette, phone 1044, city.

68tl 4

20 Elm St., Rear
TEL. 8G2-WK
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THE CAREER COMPENSATION ACT

Noteworthy Program

Presented By Gardiner Chor
al Society Under Rubin
Most Sweeping Changes Oldest Serviceman
stein Club’s Auspices
Can Remember, Says Todd

The Gardiner Choral Society pre
sented a noteworthy Christmas
program in the Universalist Church
Friday night under the auspices of
the Rubinstein Club. While the au
ditorium was more than hall filled,
it was a matter of regret that it was
not a capacity audience, for it is
fitting at this time of the year to
pause in the—shall wc say, com
mercial rush of Christmas—and let
the spirit of Christmas pervade our
hearts and minds, and there can
be no more eloquent expression of
Christmas than in Handel's im
mortal "Messiah." from which the,
chorus drew the larger part of its’
program.
About 25 of the chorus members
were present, iAmong those unable
to attend was Mrs. Burney whose
beautiful soprano voice ha.s won
many admirers. Her absence was
noted with regret.) Samuel Freeman
directed, assisted by Katherine
Staples as pianist and Ruth Rines
as organist.
Four choral numbers preceded
the selection from the “Messiah."
outstanding being
the opening
number, "Angels We Have Heard
on High" (traditional French carol)
and "I Wonder as I Wander" (Ap
palachian carol)
for women’s
voices.
Soloists for the "Messiah" were:
H Walker French, bass; Mr. Free
man. tenor; Doris Rivard, Alice
Scott, Florence Moody, Margaret!
Rogers, Aimee MacFarland and
Mary Robbins, sopranos; and Doro
thy’ Jones, alto. The soloists acquit
ted themselves in a creditable man
ner, and the chorus numbers for thc
greater part were extremely well
done, especiallj’ "And the Glory of
the Lord" and the
Hallelujah
Chorus."
This Choral Society is winning no
small acclaim, and justly so. Shad
ing and diction are the outstanding
features of their work, although the
overall picture reflects the intelli
gent direction of Mr. Freeman. 5'
There are excellent voices in the
group and they sing with devotion.
Possibly the other night there were
times when the male voices domin
ated, and tire alto section seemed
weak, but there are characteristics
of small non-professional choral
groups which vary more or less in
membership. It is an excellent
group and it was a privilege to hear
them.
Mrs. Nettie Bird Frost, president
of the Rubinstein Club was assisted
by Miss Marion Ginn and Mrs.
Kathleen Newman, in charge of
tickets, and as ushefs, Nathalie
Snow, Elizabeth Johnson, Mary
Hudson and Josephine Rice.—by
Gladys S. Heistad

Old Service pay rates and physi pensation until 1952, or the expir
cal retirement laws gave way Sept. ation of the term of enlistment
The choice was left to the indi
30. .n one of the most sweeping
changes made at one time in the vidual. He could figure his pay un
lifetime of even the oldest service der both scales and accept the one
most beneficial to him. It provided
man.
On thc next payday most service further that any man serving on
men received the additional pay due Oct. 1, 1949 who suffered a loss in
them Some persons will not feel pay could be discharged if he ap
its effects all at once, but event plied before O t. 1, 1950.
The Career Compensation Act ol
ually. every Regular or non-Regular member of the Army, Air Force. 1949 is designed to establish for the
Navy, Marine Corps, Coast Guard, uniformed Sevicess a pay pattern
and commissioned services of the which will tend to attract and re
Public Health Service and Coast tain first-class personnel It also re
and Geodetic Survey will receive vises the laws governing physical
different compensation because of disability to protect men who serve
less than 30 or 20 years. It indicates
the new law
There are eight principal change.-, that the American people feel that
which are noted hereafter: il) A the adjustment of the old paj- sys
New Pay System based on responsi tem is well deserved. No longer
bility rather than longevity No long will officers with over 30 years ser
er will a Lt. General of longer service vice be forced to retire at captains
draw more than a Brigadier Gen pay. or enlisted men at low non
eral or a private of long service draw commissioned grades.
It was the first complete pay re
more than sergeants, unduly. No
person loses in this ncw scale of novation since 1908. It is definite
payment. (2) Foreign duty’and sea expression of their hope that the
pay aic abolished for officers and Services will continue to attract
reduced for enlisted men. 13 > and retain high-grade men who
Quarters allowances are increased know their jobs. It provides three
for some offi: ers and all eligible en major changes in existing practices
listed personnel. Both married and and concepts: First, it grants a
single men receive an increase <4i general increase in basic pay (at no
Family allowances are abolished large increased burden to the tax
They will, however, be continued payers,! secondly it deals with re
for varied periods, for certain class tirements for physical disability.
The law’ relates the amount of
es of dependents. <5> Size of en
listment allowance is based on compensation to the degree of dis
length of future enlistment rather ability, and establishes an incapac
than the length of past service. «6> ity of 30" as the minimum wired
Various special pays, including in would qualify the indivisual for re
fantry. medical and decoration pay- tirement.
The third major change provides
badges are abolished ethers are
decreased. (7> Flight and Submar for a "staging out" of family allow
ine Pay arc placed on the fixed sum ances ia great reduction to tax
basis irather than percentage! for payers! replacing it with increased
each grade Enlisted grades gener family and ration allowances.
It should be remembered that
ally receive less. Junior officers a
little more, Field grade officers even though special pays are re
about thc same, and General offi duced. the over all increase in basic
cers considerably less. <8> A physi pay, the new retirement provisions,
cal retirement system is now ex and other compensations offer sub
tended to enlisted personnel of less stantial rewards to those who make
than 20 years' service. The system the Armed Forces their career.
John A. Todd Jr.
is more restrictive for officers and
M Set Sig Corps
senior enlisted person, than thc old
USA&USAF Rctg Sta
law.
Rockland, Maine.
Tim new law is not simp'y a pay
increase measure. In fact, some
SOUTH HOPE
per ons will lose money under the
The school pupils presented a fine
act. although "saving" or 'protec
tive' clauses will prevent most such Christmas program Thursday at
lostc Though the immediate ef Ihe Grange Hall. There were reci
fect may not be all that is to be de tations, vocal and piano solos and
sired. it is important to understand duets, group singing, and a playlet.
that the new act—as its title plain Accompanists were Jacqueline and
ly states—is designed to compen- Cheryl Reynolds. Ned Berry was
sate servicemen more adequately master of ceremonies. Santa who
during his career as a whole. looked as if he had been over
Thro gh the boost in basic pay. working on a reducing diet, picked
even at the expense of other pays, the gifts from the Christmas tree.
every serviceman's future is made
Mrs. Edith Willis was guest Fri
more secure. His income will not go day evening of Mrs. Hilda Stockup and down so markedly as as bridge in Appleton.
sign i ents change. And on retire
Mrs. Josie Robbins called Satur
ment. whether for age. service, or day at Herbert Esancy’s in South
disabhty, he will take much more China and at Mrs. Olivia Carroll’s
of his total active duty compensa in North Va salboro.
tion to Hie retired list than before.
Rev. Charles Mitchell of Union
This is because his basic pay. which .-poke at the Chapel. Sunday Rev.
is increased, is the base upon which •John Holman of Port Clyde will
retired pay is computed. His special conduct the service Christmas ,
pay and allowances, which in some Sunday.
cases have been reduced or climin
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur T. Hart,
ated, never are considered in com Charles Merrifield and Mrs. Doris
puting retired pay.
Merrifield were in Portland Sunday
Iiow wdl family allowances be to visit the latters' husband, Fred
terminated? The family allowance Merrifield who is somewhat im
($23 or $27 contributed by thc ser proved. Mr. Merrifield expects to be
viceman .plus a tax-free contribu returned to Knox Hospital this
tion by thc govenment to depend week.
ent ■ > wa.. due to expire by its own
Ladies of the Community met
terms six months after the jet un with Mrs. Susie Hemenway, Mon
declared end of the war. Everyone day and filled boxes for shut-ins.
knew it had to go sometime, and
Thc canning and bott'ing of to
that persons with dependents would
then have to assume full respon mato juice increased tomato ccpsibility for their support It was de sumption per person four or five
cided to terminate the family al times in a decade.
lowances at once, rather than in
Egypt now compels every farmer
six months, say; and then insert to plant a certain aceage to wheat
some protection clause to insure no and barley.
loss of total compensation for cer
tain periods. That is to say that no
Rome. Italy, is farther north
one would suffer a loss in total com than Chicago.

GOT LITTLE FOR THEIR PAINS
But Burglars Displayed Their Cussedness At
Thurston Oil Plant
Police are investigating two
breaks on the waterfront last night,
one at the Tillson avenue plant of
Thurston Oil Company, which net
ted thc burglars 20 cents, and tlie
other at the plant of the Independ
ent Lobster Company which yielded
nothing.
At the Thurston Oil Co. entry to
the building was made through a
wlndcw on tlie rear of die garage
facing the General Seafoods fillet
plant. The windowpane and sash
had been smashed and entrance
gained by crawling in over cases of
oil stacked under and to the sides
of the window.
The burglars pried open three
drawers of the cash register, split

ting thc fronts and ripping the back
of the machine. Then apparently
i enraged at not finding money in thc
register, proceeded with acts of van
dalism which included ripping cal
endars off the wall, generally up
setting thc office and files and.
finally, bending almost double sev
eral keys left on the desk last night
which fitted gas pumps and various
locks about thc plant.
At Independent Lobster Co. entry
was made to the building, which is
being remodeled, by prying off a
board covering a temporary open
ing in the sidewall. Here, there was
no cash register, and apparently
little was disturbed about the plant
or office.

climb this barricade.
• • • •
All the candleplnners in ThomEmbankment Protects High i aston are gunning for the office
way Traffic At Thomaston j team this Winter, the only group
standing pat on last year’s comPlant—The Bowlers
i bination which won the champion
"The Dragon," published by thc ship of the first half of the season,
New England Portland Cement , and defeated Quarry, winners of the
Company carries the following i second half, In the final playoffs.
Thomaston correspondence in the
The season is played in two parts,
the first half consisting of 3 comcurrent issue.
• • • •
j plete rounds. There are six teams
U. S. Highway 1 runs for some of 5 men each, with spares, and all
500 feet along the edge of the matches are rolled on the Orient
quarry, and while it is guarded by Alleys in Thomaston.
a cement post and chain fence,
The teams arc:
some fears have been expressed that
Lime Shed: C. Smith, Flagg,
when the road surface is slippery a Adams, Bodman. Gray, Robbins.
car might do a nose dive over the
Shop: Curtis, Sylvester, Delano,
rim. If this happened, it would be
' Leo, Seekins.
a drop of over 100 feet, and a tho
Packhouse: Starr, Bickford, J.
roughly messy affair. To guard
against such a possibility, however j Staples, Chase, Grispi.
remote, an earthen embankment I Repairs: Barlow, Wooster. W.
has been built between the high Langas, Burnham, Jonasson, Young,
way and the quarry 500 feet long Hastings.
Quarry: Pitts, D. Preston, M.
with widths of 6 feet at the base.
3 feet at the top and 6 feet high. Preston, L. Baines, R. Kelley,
Not even a bus should be able to Kaler.

From “The_ Dragon”

Spoke In Warren

Nelson Told Brotherhood
That Bugaboos and Proppaganda Must Be
Discontinued
Charles Nelson of Augusta, Rep
resentative to Congress from the
Second District, wa.s guest speaker,
Thursday night at a meeting ot
the Congregational Brotherhood in
Warren.
He spoke of his experiences as
freshman congressman, and said
that the atmosphere in Washington.
D. C is unreal, and influenced by
pressure, with thc greatest accent
on fear. He said that faith, not
fear, and constructive endeavor,
are needed instead of helplessness
in this country.
"Bugaboos and propaganda must
be discounted, and one's own judg
ment be used, in terms of impact
on lives of coming generations, to
further the American way of life,"
he emphasized.
He told of the numerous commit,
tees and sub-committees. In Con
gress, due to the inability of Con
gress to handle it all, which he at
tributed as due to the tendency to
centralize government in Washing
ton.
Repescntative Nelson was intro
duced by Willis R. Vinal. who also
presented Willard c. Ellis of Au
gusta and Washington, D C„ sec
retary of Mr. Nelson.
A question and answer period fol
lowed Mr. Nelson's talk
Ladies of the Church were guests
of the Brotherhood, at supper and
the meeting afterward. J. Merrill
Fiske, Brotherhood president, pre
sided at thc meeting, and plans
were madc for the next meeting,
Jan. 19.

An exhausted pigeon recently
found at Forst, in thc Russian zone
of Germany, bore a message dated
from a German battalion in need
of help.
The Pulitzer Prize of $500 for a
distinguished volume of verse by
an American author, was awarded
Robert Frost for his “A Witness
Tree" in 1943.
Water has been selling for $1 a
bucket and up in Taif, Saudi Arabia
this year.

SF

Office: Ervin, D. Staples, Pomeroy,
Levan, Lynch, Chapman.
The steering committee ts made
up of Sylvester, S. Smith, Kelley,
Stockfordw Starr, Ervin and Lynch,
Secretary.
The Lime Shed team holds the
early season records, 487 for a
single game, and 144
for a
series of three. Guy Robbins has
a high individual game average of
100.2, but the high single game
score has been made, unofficially,
by Alton Gray, who hung up 140 to
lead the competition for the
Thanksgiving prize turkey donated
by the management of the bowling
alleys.

Two bushels of potatoes grow to
When choosing paint for the
day in the U. S. on thc same area walls of a room that receives warm
tha.t grew one bushel 25 years ago. southern light, remember that cool
blue is a good color to select.
In the Supreme Court building
in Washington, each of the justices
In a newspaper poll, more than
is provided with a suite of three 45 percent of Japanese voted in
rooms—private office, secretary's favor of United States troops re
office, bath and shower.
maining in Japan.

In Turkish wrestling bouts, the
loser kisses the hands of the winner.
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CHRISTMAS RADIOS

New 1950 Table and Portable Motorola Radios,
From ............................................................ ..... $14.95 to $59.50
New Emerson Table Models, from ........................... 16.95 lo 27.95

Three Speed Decca Record Players .................. .................. 29.95
Single Speed Decca Record Players ...................................... 24.95
Motorola Car Radios from ............................... ......... 54.50 to 84 50

llaliicrafter Radios, Short Wave ............................................ 44.50
Emerson Short Wave Portable ............................... complete 64.50

For a quick luncheon dish serve
drained canned asparagus tips on
toast with cheese sauce.

Webster Wire Recorder ........................................................... 149.50
Also Portable Batteries, Farm Packs, Vibrators,
Car Aerials, Etc.

Austria has a new set of stamps
depicting the evolution of the Aus
trian national coat of arms from the
year 1230 to the present emblem of
the republic.

W. H. EMERY RADIO SERVICE

260 MAIN ST.,

ROCKLAND,

CALL 590-W
122’&*125

777
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Our Two Great Stores are Ready and Waiting to Give Special and Entirely Satisfying Service
to the Last Minute Shopper - Extra Help - Extra Prompt Service - Extra Attractive Christmas
Wrapping Promptly Done - Thoughtful Gift Su££estion Service

Complete Stocks

Moderate Prices

High Quality

Haskell & Corthell’s and The Woman’s Shop
CLOTHING, FURNISHINGS, FOOTWEAR FOR MEN, WOMEN AND CHILDREN
OPEN EVENINGS TO CHRISTMAS

10 MAIN STREET,

CAMDEN, MAINE

WE MENTION BUT A FEW SUGGESTIONS
MEN’S FURNISHINGS
Featuring Nelson Page and Arrow Shirts
Dress Shirts, Sport Shirts

$3.65 to $4.50
In wide variety of handsome patterns and
charming pastels. Our stocks arc complete

GIFT SUGGESTIONS

GLOVES
Where can you find a more pleasing gift
than a pair of Gloves? We have a very com
plete line to suit every purse.

Fur Lined Gloves, $5.95 to $7.50
Mocha, Black and Brown Leather

SPECIAL
Broadcloths, Whites and Grays at

$2.95
A quality shirt at a remarkably low price.

NECKWEAR
What more appropriate Christmas gift
than one of our handsome Ties, attractively
boxed.
We feature the famous Wembly
Ties, in wide choice of patterns—

$1.50 to $2.00
Other Tics, $1.00 to $2.50

SWEATERS
or man. Wide choice of colors
What better or more practical gift for a boy

$3.95 to $5.50
Special Award Sweaters, $8,95

Wool Lined Gloves. $2.95 to $4.95
Unlined Gloves, $2.95 to $5.50
Pigskins, Capes, Suedes

SWANK JEWELRY
Wc are proud of our great line of Swank
Jewelry for Men. New, different, eminently
satisfactory as a gift.

Heavy Footwear for the Entire Family

Slippers, wools, leathers, sheeplined

$1.95 to $5.95
Boys’ Novelty Western Boots, sizes 9 to 3

$7.95
Neck Scarfs, rayon, wool, silk rayons

$1.95 to $4.50
whites and colors
Pocketbooks, wide selection

$1.00 to $2.50
STOCKINGS

$1.50 to $7.50

By Interwoven and Triplctoe

Belts, by Paris

Rayon-Wools. 55c to $1.25
Nylons, $1.00
PAJAMAS

$1.50 to $3.50

Featuring Pleetway Balloon Seat.
Amazingly handsome patterns—a perfect
gift

$2.95. $3.50, $7.50

LUGGAGE
We offer a beautiful line of Luggage by

Warren and Olympic

$5.50 to $35.00

FOR THE LADIES

SWEATERS
Children’s Sweaters, $1.95 to $4.50

Women's Wool Scarfs, $1.00 to $1.95

Sizes 1 to 14—-all colors

Plain colors, plaids

LADIES’ SKIRTS AND BLOUSES

Silk Scarfs, 69c to $1.95

In wide assortment

GIFT SUGGESTIONS IN LINGERIE
Vanity Fair, Ladies’ Beautiful Nylon
Gowns, Slips, Panties

Panties, $1.35 to $3.95
Slips, $5.95 to $8.95
Gowns, $7.95 to $16.95
Ladies’ Rayon Gowns, $3.50 to $5.95
In beautiful shades of chatter coral, gossip
green, banter blue and blush. Sizes 34-42,

Ladies’ Printed and Plain Brassieres and
Pantie Sets. 69c to $1.50 each
Ladies’ Quilted Satin Robes
$7.95 to $12.95
.

Plain and prints
Warm and Cuddly Flannel Nightgowns
and Pajamas

$2.39 to $3.95
Brushed Rayon Nightgowns, in Seaspray
Green, Blue and Blush. Sizes 34 to 46.

$4.95

Misses’ Night Shirts, just like Grandpa's

$4.95
Bed Jackets in Rayon Pastels or Brush
Rayon and Nylons

$2.95, $3.50, and $5.50
Gloves, leather lined with wool and fur, in
black and brown, by Ireland

$3.95, $6.95, $7.50
Wool Gloves of water repcllant fabric in
assorted colors, hand embroidered designs

$1.95

Ladies’ Pcarlcrest Slips, tailored and lace
trimmed, in an array of colors, sizes 32-44

Just arrived—Wool Plaid Housecoats

$2.95, $3.95 and $4.95Ladies' Hand Bags, in Leather, Plastics and
Fabrics, in Red, Green, Grey, Brown,
Black and Beige

One tack of Women's and Misses’ Dresses,
sizes 9 to 17, 10 to 20 and 12^2 to 241/2>
in silks, wools and gabardines, values to
16.95. Special Christmas Price

$2.95 to $5.50

9.95

$16.95 to $19.95

HASKELL & CORTHELL’S
MAIL ANO TELEPHONE ORDERS CAREFULLY AND PROMPTLY FILLED.
10 MAIN STREET

TELEPHONE 484

CAMDEN, MAINE

j
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Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
ROCKVILLE
The Meet Again Club met Thurs
day with Josephine, Mary and
Gladys Tolman as hostesses. Plans
for the Christmas events include
caroling followed by a party Monday
night. The Club will hold a covered
dish supper and tree Thursday at
*rs. Parmer’s. The annual Com
munity Christmas tree program
will be held Friday night at the
church at 7.30. A play ’’The Christ
mas Fairy” will be presented by the
school children under the direction

typpy

of Mrs. Mildred Gould. There will
be special musical numbers by the
young people's choir.

GLEN COVE

Mrs. Grace Hare spent Wednes
day in Bangor.
Capt. Roswell Eaton resumed em
ployment Thursday in New York.
Mr. and Mrs. Hervey Wass of
Machias are visiting at the home
of their son Arnold.
Mrs. Edith Overlock of Rockport
was guest Saturday of Miss Emily
Hall.

The South End P. T. A.

Pleasing Programs Were
Presented By Three Of
the Grades
The annual South End P.T.A.
Christmas program was presented
Monday night, Dec. 12 in the High
School auditorium. Mrs. Virginia
Kunesh, president, welcomed par
ents and friends. Mrs. Thelma
Parsons presented this program:
Grade One. Mrs. Parsons

‘ My Electric Train.” Tommy Mil
ler. Raymond Brann. Maxie Oliver,
Bobby Lord, Craig Borgerson, John
Philbrook, Leonard LaCroix, Rocky
Taylor, Sanford Delano. Donald
Sturks.
“Elizabeth Rose,” Deborah Hary,
JoAnn Sullivan, Gloria O'Sullivan,
Kathy Kunesh, Carol Philbrook,.
Gloria Knight,, Gloria Kavanaugh,
Deena Watling.
"My Christmas Stocking," Ev
eryone.
Piano Solos — “Silent Night;’
"The Sleigh," Bobby Lord.
‘Kitty's Present," Everyone.
“How I Caught Santa Claus,"
Everyone.
Red Nose Reindeer, both First
Grades.

shaving

REMIAIGfOAl !
The Remington
Contour 6 has
, 140 Diamond-Honed |
I cutting blade*
f,.. perform*
'14,400,000 cut
ting operation*
(4f>ar mioute.
feta nicks, no cut*,
ao fo«t or bother!

Grade One, Miss Tillock

"Where Santa Claus Comes From"
David Achorn, Sanford Ames, Bar
bara Bohn. Robert Brewer, Stephen
Craig. Katharyn Henderson. Brenda
Hill, Robert Kerschner, Donna Pitts.
Donald Pomeroy, Patrick Powell,
Donna Smith, Patricia Thomas, Velita Thornton. Stephen Babine.
"Down the Chimney," All.
"The Christmas Tree," All,
“The Mouse's Christmas Letter,"
All.

1 His CHRISTMAS bring the men in your life up to
date with a new Remington Contour 6 Electric
Shaver. No matter how he shaves now, he’ll find
Contour Shaving, an exclusive new Remington tech
nique, more comfortable and faster. It's the modern
way for the modern man to shave.
Come in today and select a Contour 6 for the men
on your shopping list. They're bound to like shaving
this modern way. Contour 6, $23.50. Other Rem
ington Shavers from $19.50. All AC-DC.

Grade Two, Mrs. McLellan

"Mother's Christmas," Dorothy
Drown.
“Christmas Suggestions;' William
Oliver, Brenda McKinney, Julianne
Oliver, Caroline Chatto, Deanna
Estes. Terry Hilton.
"Letter To Santa," Mildred Nye.
“Probably," Katharyn Argyle.

MTRALJAAAINE
CENTR
powtaj ^ATomfahy

The "Queen of
the Horae” de
serves the best
ln housekeeping
equipment Give her
a ROYAL Cleaner,
either the revolving
brush or "cylinder”
and you give
< freedom from
housecleaning
drudgery. There
are no better
cleaners
made.

"Christmas
Cards,”
Margaret
McClure, Sandra Rytky, Julianne
Oliver.
“Christmas
Conduct,"
Gloria
Fields.
Grade Two, MLss Russell

"Five Little Candles," Louise
Achorn, Bobby Achorn, Madeline
Post, Gertrude Henderson, Elaine
Taylor.
"Santa's Workmen." Diane Cuccinello, Donna Cuccinello, Donald
Cunningham, Esmond Kaler, Ran
dall Achorn, Laura Joki. David
Barstow, Ronald Hill, Dianne Rey
nolds, Elaine Rogers.
"Christmas Motion Poem," All.
Grade Three, Miss Kimball

Announcer, Victor Daniello.
Singers: Patricia Arey, Regina
Hyland. Esther Moody, Shearer
Hooper, Victor Daniello, Joanne
Grispi, Judith Harriman, Holman
Davis.
Biblical Characters:
Mary, Flavilla Billings.
Joseph, Ernest Watling.
Shepherds, Thomas Eagcn. Lynus
Morse, Douglas Molloy.
Kings, Arnold Brewer, Thomas
Rytky, Donald Smith.
Grade Three, Miss Gordon

‘Christmas
Dollies."
Earlene
Sayward, Judith Carver, Christine
Wiggin. Betty Brann.
"Gifts For Santa," Ronald Mur
ray, Janet Rackliff, Gary Crommett, Sandra Sylvester, Arnold
Kinney, Verna Studley, Barbara
Beal.
“Old Santa Claus," Marie Gard
ner, Janice Phillips, Elizabeth
Sulides, Woodbury Post, Robert
Hunt, Dorothy Childs, Joan Hurtubise.
Announcer, David Craig.
Piano Accompanist, Bertha Luce.
Madolyn Oliver's dancing pupils
from the first three grades of South
School who danced were: Regina
Hyland, Joan Sullivan, Patricia
Arey .Dottic Childs Gloria O'Sulli
van, Barbara Bohn, Kathy Kunesh,
Debbie Hary, Brenda McKinney and
Sandra Sylvester. Mrs. Johnson
was accompanist.
Ushers for thc evening were
Dolores Galiano, Sylvia Treneer.
Janice Hutchinson, Nancy DcMass,
Gloria Venezia and Joan William
son.
Those who helped to clean up
after the program were Eino Hill,
Austin Kinney and George Robishaw.
A CHRISTMAS MESSAGE
"Be not afraid, for I bring tidings,"
Said an angel long ago,
"To all people,-' was the message,
And today wc sing it, so,
As of old the star-filled heaven
Flooded hills and plains with light.
The glory in our hearts reflected
Fills the earth this Christmas
night.
David’s city saw tlie marvel
Oft foretold by sage and seer,
Yet no home was found to shelter
The holy babe to wise men dear,
For within a humble stable
Jesus came that holy night.
Came to bring a world salvation.
Bringing to the blinded sight.
Wc. today, recall with gladness
The tender babe the Father sent,
Casting out all fear and sadness
God from heaven to earth had bent.
"Peace to men," forever singing,
Healing hearts from sin grown sore,
“Peace on earth," thc message wing
ing
Fills earth and heaven forever more
Mary E. L. Taylor,,
Rockland.

Give "her" year-round
freedom from hou3e-clean, ing drudgery by giving
f her a ROYAL

$79.95

TERMS: $9.95 down
$6.25 monthly
CENTRALIA AINE

He Asks Questions

James Mulloy Advances
Some Pertinent Ideas
Concerning Welfare
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:
A number of questions have
come to my mind recently for which
I cannot find the answer. Perhaps
some reader of The Courier-Gazette
can. Ex-Congressman Andrew J.
May has been convicted of war
time fraud and after many delays
has been committed to prison to
pay the penalty for his crime.
While Mr. May is in prison and
for the remainder of his life, he
will receive from our Federal Gov
ernment a tension of $280 per
month. Mr. May defrauded the
Government out of a large sum of
money. I would like to know how
much more he would have had to
steal to make him eligible for a
pension of $300 per month.
Several men have been convict
ed of wartime fraud. Are they all
receiving Federal pensions? A few
months ago a red hot investigation
was being conducted by Congress
of what was know as five percent
ers. A man by the name of Hunt
was said to have made large sums
of money selling influence. A Kan
sas City Greek shoe shiner by thc
name of John Marathon also was
said to have made large sums of
money in a way that was not hon
est.
Marathon was a personal
friend of Harry Vaughn and made
frequent calls at the White House.
This investigation came to an
abrupt end. No one was punished.
Why?
Have these fellows also
been pensioned off?
The pensions paid to people who
earn big money during their active
years and should be able to save
enough to pay their way in old
age, are much different than pen
sions paid to people who earn
small money and arc unable to
save anything.

Page Nine
I would like to tell you of a case
right here at home that is a dis
grace to the State of Maine. A
widow, daughter of a Civil War vet
eran, and mother of a veteran of
World War One, was receiving $30
per month old age assistance. She
had a small apartment rented in
which she lived. She was contented
and independent and managed to
live on this small sum until two
years ago. The Welfare Depart
ment decided her relatives must
take care of her. They cut off
her old age assistance and cut her
adrift, but made no effort to com
pel her relatives to care for her.
She was compelled to break up
her home. Since then she has
been kicked around from one rela
tive to another, compelled to move
against her will, working when she
could get work. She is 79 years old
and at that age it is hard to get
work. She does not complain, says
it is the law of our State and “I
won’t live long." If she had been
in a position to steal from the
Government and had done so
would she be getting a pension?
The responsible relative law gives
the field worker of the Welfare
Department authority to deny old
age assistance to any one who has
a child if they think thc child Is
ablc to support the parent. This
law penalizes people for having
children. It should at least require
the Welfare Department to compel
thc child to support the parent
properly. The law that permits
the field worker of the Welfare
Department to decide how much
an applicant for old assistance
may receive is also a bad law. It
permits the field worker to glorify

In Record Time

Central Maine Builds High
Tension Line From No.
Berwick To Eliot
"Central Maine Power Company
has again measured up to its ob
ligation to furnish a dependable
supply of electricity to its customers
by providing a source of emergency
power when faced with a possible
curtailment of its hydro-electric ca
pacity due to critical water condi
tions”
This was the opening statement
made by President William F. Wy
man at a dinner in Augusta in
recognition of the outstanding job
done by C.M.P. Co. employes in conthose they like and crucify those
they do not like, and the law that
gives the State a lien on the home
of a person who receives old age
assistance and owns a home is un
just and discriminatory. It pen
alizes the aged poor people for
owning a home. A person who
does not own a home always re
ceives more in the way of old age
assistance than a person who
owns a home and at death the
person who owns a home must sur
render it to the State.
Those three clauses in the old
age assistance law are bad and
should be changed and I am won
dering how long it will be before
organized labor in Maine will join
with the Townsend organization to
get those three questions on thc
ballot. Let the people of Maine
vote on them and correct them,
James W. Mulloy.

FOR HER

FOR HIM

Santa Says
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Tweed Cologne, $1.25

Coty Perfume, $1.85
'

FARBERGE

In Flacon

ftWOODHUE
TIGRESS
STRAW HAT
APHRODISIAC

‘■Repartee” Cologne
$1.50

Colognes, $1.25-$5.00‘
Talc,
1.25}
Dusting Powder, 1.75,
Sachet,
2.00i
Perfumes, 2.50-15.00c
/Cologne Sets,
2.50J

RUBINSTEIN

White Magnolia Cologne
$1.00
Dusting Powder, $1.00

Comb, Brush and
Mirror Sets, $6.95 up
In Plastic Tray

$1.00
You know what wonderful re
lief you get when you rub on
Vicks VapoRub!
Now . . . when you have a
nagging, raspy cough due to a
cold, here’s a special way to use
Vick? VapoRub. It’s VapoRub
Steam and it brings grand re
lief in a hurry!
Put a good spoonful of Vicks
VapoRub in a bowl of boiling
water or vaporizer. Then . . .
inhale the soothing VapoRub
Steam. The medicated vapors
penetrate direct to cold-con
gested upper bronchial
uuuum tubes
tuuvo
and bring
Ing relief |a

2.00 Dorothy Gray
Hand Lotion, $1.00

4.50 Du-Barry
Cream Set, $2.95

■WS-.'-'

OTHERS TO $10.00

Make This a

Pocket Watches
$1.79 to $3.95

Wrist Watch

Radium Dial.
Sweep Second Hand

Perfumes
$2.75 to $10.00
Toilet Water
$2.75 to $8.50
■Set—2 Colognes

Sachets, $1.00
Yardley Soap
$1.35 box

$5.95
Nylon

Brush and Comb Set
$1.50

Ball Point Pen, $1.00

White Shoulders

Writes 3 Colors

Gay Diversion

Compacts, $1.00

PIPES

$2.75
"Menace” Cologne
$2.75-$5.00
"Gay Diversions”
$2.75 and $5.00
Perfumes
$2.75 to $10.00

With 2 Initials
OTHERS TO $5.00

Bathroom Scales, $5.95
We Have the Best

Yellow Bowls
$1.00 to $2.50
Kaywoodie
$3.50 to $10.00
Cigars

Popular Brands

5 Packs, 25’s, and 50’s

in Perfumes

Gillette Razors
$1.00 to $3.75

Ciro, Lanvin, Dana
LcLong, Yardley, Coty

CARROL
:ut rat€ cosmetic^

And Many Others

Wrisley Bath Salts
$1.00

Tobacco Pouches
$1.00 to $3.50
All Cosmetics
Taxed 20%

kMMMilAMiMiMfiMUtAAltAJiAMkMifikMkAAMiAMkMkMikMiMiMHiMiMdiMMiAMM

1
dM&K

■

Cigaret Lighters
2.00 Berkley,
.89

Santa Says

cu» to

r
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Initials stamped in gold FREE

BY ‘‘EVYAN’’

Kittens — Bunnysek

HAI/C
with every
OT
te
.ViSSS
breath!'

tpWrZkWZi MIXMASTER

—

Nylon Shave Brushes
$2,00

"WHITE SHOULDERS”1
Christmas

Revlon Lipsticks
3 in case, $1.00

51’

1

Williams Sets
99c_ _ _ _ _ _ _

Billfolds
$1.50 to $10.00

Revlon Lipstick with
Ball Point Pen
$1.50

Fitted Cosmetic Kits
from $5.00

I

YARDLEY

Shave Bowl, $1.10
Shave Lotion, 95c
Sets $2.25 up

Nylon

Brush and Comb Set

that keep on giving all year long

sa?

Seaforth Sets
$1.25 up

In Her Favorite Fragranee

Something new by Lcntheric

HELENA

Old Spice Sets
$1.25 to $6.00

Give Her Gifts by

Toilet Water
Atomizers, $1.00 up

Give her freedom from tiring armwork of mixing, mashing, whip
ping. beating, creaming, blending—
and 101 other every-day meal-get
ting tasks.
Famous Mix-Finder
Dial has the correct mixing speed
right at your finger-tips. Easy-tosee, easy-to-set and scientifically
right. Sunbeam $39.50; Hamilton
Reach $38.50.

structing a ten mile "high-tension”
line from North Berwick to Elliot,
Maine to connect with the lines of
Public Service Company of New
Hampshire in record time.
Mr. Wyman emphasized the fact
that this new high tension line was
for the sole purpose of supplement-;
ing, when conditions require, the
Company’s own generating capacity.
When asked if this connection with
an out-of-State company was in
conflict with the Fernald Law
which prohibits the export of hy
dro-electric power, Mr. Wyman re
plied. "This line will not be used
for any purpose other than to im
port power under an emergency
situation, and, therefore, could not
possibly conflict with the Fernald
Law which has to do only with the
export of power."
Word was given to go ahead
with the construction of the line
on Oct. 24 and to proceed as fast as
possible. It was necesary to pur-'
chase rights of way from many land'
owners, a task which was virtually
completed in ten days. The sur
veying, land clearance, erection of
III two-pole structures and wire
stringing followed close on each
other's heels with the various crews!
vieing to push the crew ahead fast- >
er than it in turn was being pushed.
At the same time a new sub-sta
tion was being erected at Quaker,
Hill. North Berwick, to transform
and feed the power into Central '
Maine lines. Four weeks to a day'<
from thc time the word was given,u
power was flowing over the line, a,,
new record from start to finish.
-----------------f
To smoke on Boston streets was
a penal offense upitil 1880.
(

COFFEEMASTER

A perfect cup of coffee every time
automatically. No watching, no
guesswork. Simple as A-B-C, All
you do is put in the water and coffpe. Set it—and forget it. You
can’t miss. Coffeemaster coffee is
clear, mellow, full bodied, delicious
every time—whether you make one
cup or eight. Resets to keep coffee
hot indefinitely. Sunbeam Coffeemaster $32.50; General Electric
SI 2.95.

SAV* WtTM SA*fTV
MJV

"CATERPILLAR" AND OTHER
USED AND REBUILT MACHINES
H«y guarantood, rabv<l< aguipoeot from Southworth. k n ra
m*owf*r«ur«d to (artery ,p«<di<atioo, « Maim'a
<hop by angin. rebuilding tporiati**, AH methmm
»♦<«,•<( »r. “rtade-i.," (or MW “CATMPttlAi* ogu.pm.rn
Wot* or phono (or compkrta In, and price*.
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"CATERPILLAR" D4 DIESEL
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MORE BARGAINS
.............ml m.11
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CENTR J

5600000
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Com.

Tractor and Road Machinery Division

1

SOUTHWORTH
WARREN AVENUE

TEL

MACHINE CO.
4 1424
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Everybody's mad at that Profes
sor who made the news by trying
to tell the kids that there isn't any
Santa. There is just no limit to
what some people will do to make
the headlines. Imagine some prod
uct of the think factory getting so
snarled up in his mind as to say
anything as silly as that! It just
goes to show what I’ve been saying
for years . . . Knowledge can be a
dangerous thing . . .
But children are born with faith.
They believe in things and that's
one reason childhood is so delight
ful. That's why some people never
grow up . . . Ask any child . . .

$5.95
10': Tax

Isn t there a Santa? Of course there
is . . we see him every year, don't
we? He s the jolly man with the red
suit and whiskers and he brings
us things at Christmas. Of course
there's a Santa, (are you nuts?).
It doesn't matter to children if
they meet Santa on tlie street cor
ner after they have talked to him
in a store. Santa gel's around . . .
he has to and being a Saint is like
being a Superman, he can do things
like that. Now tiiat he has Rudolph
with the red nose to tie up all the
sky traffic he makes bettor time
than ever and even got here a bit
early this year . . .
The night before Christmas is a
magic lime for children. They are
all angels and go to bed early and
gpt lo sleep quickly so that morn
ing will come sooner. Morning tc
mast children is at the sharp crack
of dawn and Santa has to make a
ha.^ty exit so he won t get caught
sampling the lunch that was set out
for him the night before.
There is a drift ot white pack
ages under the tree that weren't
there last night! The presents to
sister and brother are there too be
cause they put them there them
selves and there were presents from
the family on the tree, but Santa
came just the same and left the
tilings that they wanted most ol
all. The special things they whis
pered in his ear or wrote in a let
ter just to him. The things that
ho one knew about except Santa . . ,
and maybe mother.
Is there a Santa. Professor? Scat
... get lost . . of course there's a
Santa.
THE RETORT COURTEOUS

Sport Watch

Sweep

Second

Hand

Radium Dial

Fully

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Guaranteed

Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Regarding Charles Low's com
ment cn the item relative to the
hospital on Widows Island being
erected during the Civil War. I
wouldn't know. All my informa
tion is obtained from the files of
old newspapers. So any item thai
is inaccurate must be charged to
that source.
James L. Burns.

Bv

Manufacturer

BILLFOLDS

I ifts for every
purse and
person

Some good averages hare been
chalked up by the members of the
Community Bowling League Fol
lowing is the list for the week end
ing Dec. 9:
Odd Fellows
K. Lesage
96.2
A Makinen
90.8
A Benner
98.6
B. Makinen
97.4
M Benner
95 4
B Taylor
89.7
Post Office No. 2
73.7
McGinely
.......................
85.
Shaw
87.3
Harriman
74.2
Kirk
85.1
Ellis ....

The biggest thing in Vinalhaven t ford, who was Vinalhaven's drag,
sporting circles since the night1 out as Wymie says, everybody can't
game of baseball was the bowling i be ahead.
match between a Rockland quin-1 Plans were discussed for another
tet composed ol some of Rockland'.^ 1 match between these two teams to
best bowlers and the pick ol the j be held in Rockland some time in
the near future, and bn home alleys
crop in Vinalhaven.
Although the Rockland contin and amid familiar surioundings the
gent did not arrive until late and story may be different.
Rockland. — McKinney. 96.439.
consequently the match did not end
Perry, 85 418.
until around 11 p. m. a good s zed Gatcombe, 91.475.
crowd stayed to see the end and Racklifle, 86.459. Norton. 86.421, to
learn the results Rackliffe and Mc tals. 444.2212.
Vinalhaven
Guilford. 95 437
Kinney are well known at the Cas
cade Alleys having been members j Haskell, 93 473. Shields, 122.484
of a team that used to come to the Goose. 94.480 Poole 83462, totals.
■sland alleys some 15 years or so 484 2336.
.lollv Roger Still Flies
ago. but tire three members who
The Pirates are top dog in the
were not so well known were soon
Three I League, at Vinalhaven just
made to leel at ease and welcome.
The match itself was a bit one now for on Friday night of last
sided for although it started out week they knocked the Ganders out
looking like a tight little game the of first place, where they have been
Rockland boys fell by the wayside coasting along very comfortable
at the latter end of the game and like, and on Monday they drove an
wound up 124 pins adrift, in fisher other spike in the Hag by beating
man language.
out the Wymies in a close match t-.i
The Islanders won the first string J lurther clinch their lead.
by nine pins, the second one was a
In the win over the Ganders it
tie score, but in the third the Vinal was Captain Shields who carried
haven team began to take the lead the most weight and wood, ably as
and in the tourth and fifth lorged sisted by that old reliable, Link
way ahead.
Sanborn who was subbing for Peter
The ol' Goose was head man. a son. out ol town The Ganders de
tact which pleased him no end. and served to lose this one as their total
he might iwe repeat, he might) be was down and also their tails.
In beating the Wymies out by 10
willing to see his Ganders lose a
game or two and still have the smile pins they just squeaked through
with enough to keep them in first
that wouldn't come off.
Shields batted out a sweet 122 place, and of course just the min
which was tops lor single in the ute a team gets into the top berth
last string and Poole came out with every man’s hand is turned against
a 117 in the fourth that contributed them, so as long as the Pirates are
to the Vinalhaven lead.
in the lead they can be assured ol
Gatcombe was high man for the toughest kind of treatment and
Rockland, placing third with his competition. Speaking of competi
475, but he only managed to win tion it was Clyde Bickford who gave
by two pins over his opponent. the Captain Grimes a little of it in
Ducky" Haskell, who has not been this last match with Der Cap on the
rolling very much of late but never short end.
Doc Rae of the Wymies seems to
theless turned in a fine perform
ance.
\
have finally struck his stride, and
Perry. Rockland's worst jinxed was only headed by Capt. Wymie
bowler of the week, was continually in this last match, but this gain
in a struggle, and did not manage to was offset by Doc Mills' fall from
get a strings out the 80's But he grace who fell almost into the cel
had some company in Wym Guil lar, the only reason he couldn't get

UNDER G. I. BILL

Plus Tax

Initials Stamped
In Gold FREE
'•

Attest: Milton M. Griffin, Clerk.
(L.S.)
119-T-125

Results—Pirates Lead Three I’s

Averages Of Players In the
Community League As
Rockland Stars Invaded Vinalhaven With Sad
Of Dec. 9

VETERANS, LEARN TO FLY

up to $10.00

STATE OF MAINE
Knox. ss.
Superior Court
ROBERT E BRIDGES
vs.
WILLIE WHITEHURST BRIDGER
To the Honorable Justice of the
Superior Court in Rockland, within
and for the County of Knox.
Respectfully represents ROBERT
E. BRIDGES of Camden. County of
Knox and State of Maine, husband
of Willie Whitehurst Bridges, pres
ent address unknown; that they
were lawfully married at Atlanta
Georgia, on December 7. 1946;
That they lived together as hus
band and wife from the time of
their said marriage until the 28th
day of September. 1948. the day and
date of their separation;
That your libellant has always
conducted himself towards his said
wife, as faithful, true and affection
ate husband
That the said Libellee being un
mindful of her marriage vows and
obligations has been guilty of cruel
and abusive treatment towards
your Libellant, and guilty of infi
delity.
That they have one child born of
this marriage now living. Robert
Edward Bridges, age of two years.
That there is no collusion between
your Libellant and the said Libellee
to obtain a divorce; that the resi
dence of the said Willie Whitehurst
Bridges is unknown to your libel
lant and cannot be ascertainea by
reasonable diligence.
Wherefore, he prays that a di
vorce may be decreed to him for
the causes set forth.
Dated October 5. 1949.
/s Robert E. Bridges.
Subscribed and sworn to before
me this 5th day of October. 1949.
/s/ Domenic P. Cuccinello.
Notary Public 'SealJ
STATE OF MAINE
(L. S.i
Knox, ss.
Clerk’s Office, Superior Court.
in Vacation
Rockland. November 28 A. D. 1949
Upon the foregoing LIBEL, Or
dered, That the Libellant give notice
to said Willie Whitehurst Bridges
to appear before our Superior Court
to be holden at Rockland, within
and for the County of Knox, on the
second Tuesday of February, A. D.
1950, by publishing an attested copy
of said Libel, and this order there
on, three weeks successively in The
Courier-Gazette, a newspaper print
ed in Rockland, in our County of
Knox, the last publication to be thir
ty days at least prior to said seccnd
Tuesday of February next, that she
may there and then in our said
court appear and show cause, if any
she have, why the prayer of said
Libellant should not be granted.
Frank A. Tirrell. Jr.
Justice of the Superior Court.
A true copy of the Libel and Ol 
der of the Court thereon.

MIDNIGHT BOWLING

Some Fine Bowling

A

Now Easy To Enroll Under New
Government Regulations
Just one year left to take advantage of this
free training. Next and last class will begin soon.
Act at once.

Gull

Post Office

ROCKLAND. ME.

90.9
88.
93.5
95.5

in was because Capt. Grimes was
there belore him
Scores:
Piraies—Bickford. 250. Loveless,
266, Peterson. 249 Anderson. 256,
Shields, 267, totals. 1288.
Wymies Grimes. 224, Rae, 275,
Sanborn, 263. Mills. 240. Guilford,
276. totals. 1278.
Ganders Adams. 241. Young. 239,
H Arey, 271, Poole. 262. Goose, 271,
totals. 1284.
Pirates—Bickford. 219, Loveless,
259. Sanborn. 277. Anderson, 265.
Shields, 299, total, 1319

...............................
General Seafoods

101.1

mer home, Tides Way, on Gay
PLEASANT POINT
Island and are in Massachusetts for
Mrs. Florence Sevon motored
S. Willis .................................... 942 | Thursday to Bangor with Mrs. the Winter.
C. Lowell ................................. 92.6 [Kendall Orff.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Davis and
E. Calder ................................. 93.7
son Philip attended a birthday
Miss Elisabeth Ogilvie and Doro party Fiiday night at the home of
L. Genevitch ........................... 98.
W. Willis .................................. 96.8 thy Simpson have closed their Sum- Mr. and Mrs. Milton Robinson in
K. Richards ...........
96.6
Warren, for Mrs. Rase Robinson,
C. Winslow ............................... 88.2 mother of Mrs. Davis.
Spruce Head
N Drinkwater .......................... 90.3 A. Doak ..................................... 96.2
Mrs. Maud Stone recently visited
................................ 89.5
J. Baggs .................................... 101. Simmons
Mrs. Lillian Morten in Friendship.
Maine Central
York
...................................... 97.1
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Chadwick
............................... 90.6
W. Drinkwater ......................... 91.5 Anderson
............................ 94.2 went Thursday to Caribou to make
A. Drinkwater .......................... 85.8 j Richardson
................................... 86.7 a long visit with the daughter of
K. Drinkwater .......................... 90. Bourne
: Carsley
................................... 95 Mrs. Chadwick.
Texaco
Mrs. .Susie Davis and Mrs Maud
..................................... 96.3
H. Carr .............................
92.3 Vigue
95.3 Stone were supper guests Wednes
J McLoon .............................. 96. j C. Robinson .......................
............................... 98.1 day of Miss Dorothy Davol.
F Gatcombe .......................... 96.9 Johnson
E. Cook ................................... 97.1
Mrs. Irma Curtis has as guest
Rockland Wholesale
F Perry ................................ 100.8 F. McKinney ............................ 99.9 her mother from Stockton Springs.
L. Cook .................................... 95.8 P. Korhonen ............................ 89.3
Mrs. Leon Chadwick entertained
Lime Company
} Hall
........................................ 90.5 members of Acorn Sewing Circle
Melvin
.................................. 80. Lawry
................................... 90.2 Wednesday at a Christmas tree.
Orff
........................................ 87. Sukeforth
................................. 88.6 The next meeting will be Jan. 3
Little
...................................... 89.2
With Melba Ulmer.
Independents
Wentworth
............................ 89 7 Simmons
............... ................ 97 6
Mrs. Maude Stone was visited
Holden
.................................. 91. Brackett
................................ 92.2 Thursday by Mrs. Linden Cook,
Van Baalen
Lothrop ................................... 95.2 Mrs. Alden Hupper and daughter,
Hill
........................................ 90.2 Gray
...................................... 91.1 and Mrs. Myron Hupper of Port
Gustin
................................... 82.8 ' Gay
.......................................... 99,2 Clyde.
Bernstein
............................. 86 4 Hobbs
..................................... 96.9
Miss Lizzie Young is slowly re
Leo
...................................... 100.4
covering from injuries suffered in a
Central Maine Power
Whittier
.............................. 101.3
Hodgkins
................................ 95.3 fall during tlie icy spell.
Levinthal
.............................. 85.7
School closed Friday for the hodAchorn
................................. 87.2
Legion
L. Jameson ............................... 94.8 day recess. A Christinas tree was
Perry
...................................... 91.3
Hastings
............................... 92.1 enjoyed with refreshments and a
Harlow
................................... 80.
B. Jameson .............................. 91.2 program, the latter repeated Friday
Ames
...................................... 93.8
R. Jameson .............................. 93.6 at Acorn Grange hall for the Par
Crudel
................................... 90.3
Kennedy
................................ 81.1 ent-Teacher Association.
Mank ...................................... 937
McPhee
................................. 91.
Davis
.................................... 92.6
Elks
M Arico ................................... 101.6
K Roes ...................................... 87.4
Carr
........................................ 92.5
N Anastasio .............................. 96.4
Vance Norton ......................... 101.5
Water Company

B. Winslow ............................... 932
Ames
...................................... 88.9
Curtis ........................................ 88.4

Are You Ready For the
For Hours of Funl

BIG FREEZE UP

10" Racer

VELOCIPEDE

ANTI-FREEZE SPECIALS

$5.95

DUPONT ZEREX—$3.50 per Gal.
DUPONT ZERONE—$1.25 per Gal.
nationally known
89c per Gal.
BRANDS OF ALCOHOL
*0/1°“ Yow*1^

Real Value at a low price. Strong,
sturdy frame. Heavy wheels with
rubber tires. Red and white bakedon enamel.

WIIY NOT PI.AY IT THE SAFE WAY AND LET US
COMPLETELY WINTERIZE YOUR CAR OR TRUCK NOW?

The Newest Thing For Funl

See the Famous Seiberling
MUD and SNOW TIRE

tractor

Here's A Big

Kids Can Ride!

All Sizes Regular and Extra Low Pressure Now Available.

More fun because it pedals. Hours of
enjoyment every day for children 4
to H. Has smooth rolling semi-pneu.
«™dKpedaL WheeK ltS
nd‘

MARITIME OIL CO.

KNOX COUNTY FLYING SERVICE

TEL. 8091 OR 157-W3.

No. 1

Hary
.....................
Mosher
Moulaison
............
Perry .....................

FOR DETAILS CONTACT

ROCKLAND MUNICIPAL AIRPORT

92 I
84.9
93 8
95.6
98.
99

Hopkins
................
Hallowell
.............
Colby
...................
Sleeper
.................
Danielson ..............
Drinkwater

Rackliffe

SUNOCO STATION

532 MAIN STREET.

ROCKLAND, MAINE

AN OPPORTUNITY THAT HAS A FUTURE
123-129

Here's Your Dolly's
Carriage!

Fvery Child
Needs A Blackboard

119-130

Wishing you All A
Super Lady
* Wise Old Saint Nick knows by
fong experience just where to find the

finest .
. Whether it’s tools or sports
equipment for Dad. an electric mixer,
waffle iron or coffee maker for Mom.
skates for Sister Jane or a bicycle for
Brother Bob, Santa knows the irha
emblem is a trustworthy guide.
Santa Claus has established a branch
at your home town hardware store
There you’ll find useful gifts for every
member of the family—gifts that wil’
outlive Christmas; gifts to be treasured
for years.

And whether your holiday budget be
small or large, your friendly hardwareman, with gifts for every purse and
every person, will help you make this
year’s giving reflect the true spirit of
Christmas.

CARRIAGE

and A Prosperous and Happy New year
NOW IS THE TIME TO DO YOUR CHRISTMAS SHOPPING

$3.98

DESK BLACKBOARD

For year "round entertainment!
Steel body and 5-bow hood are
covered with leatherette. Rub
ber tired, spoke-type wheels.
17' long.

training and play. Real slate
panel,
x 12V5* with
wood frame, yellow stain finish.
Six - panel scroll chart at the
top.

Important for pre-school

For outdoors

Maine Blueberry Growers, Inc.

and indoors

FUN!

This it the red, white and blue emblem of
Personal Service displayed in stores of
thousands of independent hardware retail*
tn. It is a symbol of friendly service in
keeping your needs supplied.

WEST ROCKPORT, MAINE_________________________ TELEPHONE CAMDEN 2585
We Have a Complete Line Of Christmas Tree Lights, Indoor and Outdoor

TOYS FOR THE KIDDIES
AT GREATLY REDUCED PRICES!

Wind-up Trucks and Toys, Skis, Tractor Sets, Skates, Sleds, Games, Toys — Galore
For Mother—Coffee Makers, Serving Sets, Pop-Up Toasters, Gibson Refrigerators
Table Lamps, $2.49
• im. im. mtiwju tniii iiRivue uskhtim

For Dad—Rifles (Winchester and Savage), Drill Sets, (Christmas Packed), Wood

Uiivkni' 115

Carving Sets, Plenty of Tools.

SPECAL PRICES ON DEEP FREEZERS
Starihvarc
,09-13 MAIN ST..
ROCKLAND
PHONE 1574

“THE FRIENDLY STORE WITH CO-OP PRICES”
OPEN EVERY NIGHT 9.00 P. M. UNTIL CHRISTMAS

$12.95
Firediief TOY AUTO
A speedy auto for "make believe” fires. Sturdy, heavy
gauge steel. Chrome bell and 8" double disc wheels with
H" rubber tires. 3314" x 16". Red and white enameL

Bitler Car & Home Supply
470 MAIN STREET,
TELEPHONE 677
ROCKLAND, MAINE
LOOD.’Vl AH t) TIRE SERVICE HEADQUARTERS

Tuesday-Thursday-Satur'daV
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REED’S INCOME TAX IDEA

Page EleVfitf

Santa Claus Visited Kindergarten Early

Turkeys At The Park

Local Theatre Will Award
Six Of the Birds
Tonight

Would Have Fishermen Pay It On Basis Of
Average Earnings For Five Years
to pay a high bracket tax tha,t
would make his three year aver
age take home pay very slim in
deed.”
“The fact that fishing is a
gamble and much dependent up
on the whims of nature should
convince Federal officials that this
proposition is a fair and sensible
one," Reed added.
He told of the case of a Han
cock County herring seiner who
operated for two years at a loss of
approximately $2,000. The third
year he made $30,000 and broke
even the next two years. Although
his average earnings for the five
years was $6,000 a year the fish
erman had to pay a tax of about
$12,000 on the good year as against
a fairer total of about $6000 if the
payment had been based on the
5-year average
"Although many businessmen
have good and poor years, but few
of them go through the drastic ups
Photo by Cullen
and downs of fishermen who can
Pupils of the kindergarten class of Mrs. Irma Anderson gathered around the Christmas tree held for them at a parly at her Itankin
not make business unless the fish street home last week. The 26 youngsters had a grand time, complete with presents and refreshments for all.
Left to right in the front row are: John MacPherson IV, Eugene Witham, Charles Dorgan, Gloria Godfrey, Marilyn Salo, Richard
show up and the weather man is
Renner. Alecia Zafiriou. Jane Segal, Dorothy Pendleton, Peter Hart, Ralph Thompson.
willing." Reed said.
Second row, left to right, Anthony Sewall, Patricia Hughes, Wayne Young, Betty Lee Clark, Terrence Flaherty, Diana Lothrop, Linda
He added that despite the un Fifield.
certainties of fishing the invest
Back row, left to right, Paul Alden, Robert Perry, Susan Hall, W ayne Labonte, Mrs. Irma Anderson, William Barker, Joseph Nelson,
ment for equipment and deprecia Abbott Clay and Donald Nelson.
tion was comparable to other in
He said that he had been in ada to give her fishing industry a
dustries. He suggested that fish
TENANT’S HARBOR
APPLETON
ermen write to their Congressmen formed that a similar plan was better chance for profitable opera
Mrs. Emma Hope went Saturday
Mrs. Rose Goldschmidt, matron of
W'ith their views on the subject.
either in force or planned by Can tions.
i to New Jersey where she will be Georges Valley Juvenile Grange ha
i guest of her son. Wallace for the received word that her group won
! holidays.
the first prize for its scrap book at
Miss Charlene Allen arrived Fri the State Grange. This was a
day from Providence, for the holi- State-wide contest and the first
prize is a check for $25. New officers
j days.
i Miss Judy Smith, daughter of have been elected and installation
Corp, and Mrs. Calvin Smith is a will be held Monday night witli Mrs
patient at the Maine Eye and Ear David Carroll of Union, deputy for
Infirmary in Portland. She suffered! Juvenile Granges in this district,
a severe injury recently, when! acting as installing officer.
struck in the left eye by a piece of j The Community Christmas tree
will be held at Riverside Hall, Fri
wire.
day night with gifts for every child
Miss Lucille Farnham has re- J
up to high school age This is a
turned to her home at Belgrade for
Community project with all fra
the Christmas vacation.
ternal organizations assisting.
Dr. and Mrs Charles Leach enMrs Nellie Carroll and son Ray
! tertained a family group Saturday mond. Ira Larrabee and Roland
HANDKERCHIEFS
STOCKINGS
MONKEY FACED
MEN’S AND BOYS’
, at supper.
Calweld all of Rockland were call
GLOVES
(Fruit Of the Loom)
About 50 students from the St. ers at John Chaples recently.
MEN’S AND BOYS’
T-SHIRTS
George High and Grammar Schools
10 in a box
j motored to Brooks, recently to at
29c
SOUTH WARREN
$1.29
3 for $1.29
tend a basketball game They were
(Limit 2 to a customer)
Good Will Grange will have a
transported by Woods Bus of Rock
(Limit 6 to a customer)
Christmas tree Thursday night at
land and Delca Packing Co. bus,
BROWN
the hall for children of the mem
which was generously donated by
bers
and invited guests.
WORK GLOVES
Mr. Leighton, and several private
cars.
Read The Courier-Gazette

Declaring that the Federal in
come tax structure should be re
vised to strike a fair balance be
tween good and lean year earnings
of fishermen, Sea and Shore Fish
eries Commissioner Richard E.
Reed says that he has requested
Maine’s Congressional delegation to
investigate the practicability and
possibilities of such a move. He
would have Uncle Sam set up a
plan whereby fishermen could pay
their annual tax on the basis of
average earnings for five or six
years instead of the yearly com
putation that now exists.
Reed said that his proposal was
not an effort "to raid the Treasury
or another step towards a welfare
State" but a sound suggestion to
correct a situation that exists in
very few industries. He pointed
out that although fishermen engage
in their activity steadily for a 12
month period there are years when
they barely meet expenses.
“This might go on for two or
three years and then John Doe
would strike it lucky and clean up
$25,000 to $30,000. Despite the fact
that he had run behind the two
previous years he would be re
quired, under the present set-up

closing time this evening. There
is nothing to purchase, all you have
to do is open the door and say, “Hl,
Jerry, how about a free coupon?”
On top of that you will automatic
ally receive another coupon when
you arrive at the theatre tonight,
providing you get there before 8.45
which is the time of the drawing.
The management is reminding folks
that already have coupons that they
must be present at the theatre this
evening in order to win.
All coupons must be deposited in
the ballot box in the lobby or at
the store prior to 8.45 p. m. In ad
dition to the turkeys there will be a
superb double feature screen pre
sentation featuring that lovable W.
C. Fields in “The Bank Dick,” being
returned to Rcckland at popular
request. The second companion
feature will be “Tough Assignment”
and regular prices will prevail.

Have you ordered your Christmas
turkey yet? If not, here's a treat
that you won't want to miss. Park
Theatre is planning to give about
six local patrons the bird" this
very evening.
That’s right, the Park in co-op
eration with the Jordan & Grant
Market of 745 Main street in Rock
land will award to six lucky pa
trons in the audience of the theatre
tonight six choice turkeys to grace
their Christmas banquet table come
that wonderful day. The Jordan
& Grant Market and that theatre
have been holding free turkey cou
pons for their customers during the
past week and will do so through
out today.
• »
Almost a third of local govern
If you hurry you may receive an ment expenditures went for schools
extra chance at the birds by rush and libraries in 1941—about $2.2
ing right up to that market up until billion

Chisholm’s
438 MAIN ST.,
REPRESENTATIVE

Where You Spend Less And Give More
LOOK AT THESE LOW PRICES

IT WIIUUIN'T HE
(‘HHIKTM4K VYIIHIIUT

OF

Fanny Farmer

’ &

KILROY’S CHRISTMAS GIFTS

ROCKLAND, ME.

Candies

1

lb.

2 lbs.
May we suggest a
box of fresh Fanny
Farmer
Old
Time
Candies for all your
friends.

The Sampler

The Ever Popular

Christmas Gift

l-lb. *2" • 2-lb. 84""
Ulher puckiigeti I rum *1.23

WE ARE AGENTS FOR WHITMAN'S CHOCOLATES
125-126

26c

(Limit 2 to a customer)
(Limit 10 pr. to a customer)

10 pr. for $1.00

RIDGE TOP
SKIS

MEN’S

(Seconds)

FLANNEL SHIRTS

$4.95

$1.98

Genuine Vinylite

PLASTIC

NAVY
SWEATERS
$3.45

BILLFOLD

FLASHLIGHT

$1.00

Two-cell Fixt Focus Flash
light—No home or auto should
be without one

B-l5 Air Corps

FLEECE LINED

AU Wool

MERCHANT MARINE

UNION SUITS

JACKETS

$2.95

$3.95

OVERSHOES

RECONDITIONED
ARMY PANTS

$2.98-$4.45

ALL WOOL
BLANKETS
$4.95

WHITE

RUBBER PAC

WORK GLOVES
22c

SKI PARKAS

(Limit 2 to a customer)

$1.19

WILLIAMS

PANTS

(Reg. 49c)

C. 0. C. Grade

now 19c

Genuine Navy

WATERPROOF
LANTERNS

$5.95

4 Buckle
AU Wool

SHOES

12 INCH

ARMY WHITE

All Wool Forest Green

Plain Toe.

$7.95 up

$4.89

SHAVING CREAM

NAVY TYPE

SANE TIME AND MONEY

ARMY AND NAVY
GLOVES

66c

$4.89

2-PIECE FLEECE LINED
UNION SUITS

$5.45

SWEATERS

$2.98

HEAVY WOOL

$4.99 up

Others Starting at $4.95
MOCCASINS

T

[I—
ARMY-NAVY STORE

YOUTH'S

BLACK

HOCKEY STICK

and

A fine sturdy Hockey Stick for
the youngsters

SOX

89c

ELECTRIC DRILL

HOCKEY STICK
Nicely balanced, lough
hardwood

V^-inch
Portable

$1.25
COLLEGIATE

18.95

For hundreds of “odd jobs" in homes, hobby
shops, farms, repair kits. Only
’ long, weighs
only 3'1 lbs. Drills to 1 i” in steel, A perfect gift
for father or son.

HOCKEY STICK
$2.25
HOCKEY PUCK

Du-Fast

Good practice puck

New Home-Utility
5” Sander-Polisher
For sanding, polishing, grind
ing. drilling, cleaning, sharpen
ing, waxing, and burnishing.
Outstanding gift for the hobby
ist—home workshop enthusi
ast.

$29.95
with attachments

SPEEDWAY SLEDS
A gleaming, fast running
sled that will delight any boy
or girL

34-lnch
38-lnch
42-lnch
46-lnch
52-lnch

Size,
Size,
Size,
Size,
Size,

$2.89
$3.39
$3.89
$4.39
$5.79

25c
Lund official hockey puck

DISSTON CHISEL SET

30c

No finer gift for the profes
sional or home craftsmen.
New edge holding qualities,
new balance, new handle de
sign and correct bevels. Eight
chisels in all.

Hardwood Ridge Top

CHILD'S SKIS

Made of select materials

4-ft. length, $2.89
41/2-ft. length, $3.19
TRAILMASTF.R

SKI BINDINGS

79c

Sturdy, easily adjustable—
Good for all around use
Rf
verse front throw.

Perfect For Skiing

$4.85

$14.95
Oscillating
Attachment for

Black & Decker Vi" Drill
Attachs to thc Black and Decker
Electric Drill. Sands or pol
ishes with an efficient oscillating
motion — unsurpassed for finish
work. Fine gift for hobbyist.

SANDER.
POLISHER

1495

BISSELL GRAND
RAPIDS SWEEPER
Always a very useful item—
The new Bissell features an
easy-opening dustpan and a
special brush action.

$6.95

Beautiful Long Wearinq
TIES
Fancy or Plain

TRY OUR LAY-AWAY PLAN
OPEN EVENINGS UNTIL CHRISTMAS

DECKER

CHALLENGER

J

STORE

BELFAST

MAIN ST. HARDWARE CO

THE CHRISTMAS

95c

$1.98 up

ROCKLAND

95c

JUST LIKE DAD'S

ARMY ALL WOOL

$1.79 ea.

KILROY’S

BLACK and DECKER

SANDER-POLISHER

THE CHRISTMAS

PAINT - STOVES
TOVES • HOUSEWARES
441 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

we
DELIVER.
DSLI

STORE

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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Page TwelvB
Bert McLoon sent word that it
was the grippe, and the grippe only
that laid him low. The idea! Only
Hears Jack Magee Discuss just a little bowling?
Olympic Games — Next
Dana Jordan, stating that he was
Meeting At High School
a reasonably good Colby man, and
At Us regular meeting Dean Fish as such he thought that on this oc
casion he should call on a good
er was inducted into Rotary fel
Bowdoin man to introduce the
lowship. President George Wood ex speaker, passed the honor to Fred
plained the four objects of Rotary Bird.
and a member's obligation to those
Said Fred: "Twenty years ago I
objects. With his badge of fellow was track manager for Jack Magee,
ship, and the book "Adventures in and you will hardly believe when he!
Service" Dean received the appoint stands up that on one occasion he!
ment of Master at Arms. President was in charge of hammer throwers)
George explaining that this office at the Olympic games. But he made
would afford a means of getting ac them step around, and what he has
quainted with the many good fel done for our track teams! Lately
lows who were his companions in he has been honored by a place in
the Track Hall of Fame. I am proud
Rotary
Walter Smith and Albert Mac to introduce to you Jack Magee."
Phail were appointed to represent I Jack recalled that he entered up
Rotary as assistants at the J. C.’s on his duties at Bowdoin in the
same year Carl Moran entered as a
Ix>bster Festival.
The Fellowship committee report student. Since then both had wan
ed Lou Walker improving after his dered considerably but he had been
recent operation, and hoped to have at Bowdoin for 36 years. He felt
a good report on Dave Connelly in perfectly at home in Rockland be
cause of his associations with the
the near future.
The next regular Rotary meeting many good Bowdoin men who came
Will be held at Rockland High from this district. Among the many
{■School. This will be the annual athletes from this section; here are
..Christmas dinner and party for' a few that made good in the track
boys. The experienced and remark- i department. Carl Moran's son,
able magician the Rev. Albert Miles: Charlie Wotton, "Blizzard" Snow,
will entertain. All Rotarians are Kennedy Crane Jr., Albert Holbrook
who had never been out for sports
urged to attend.

The Rotary Club

■

IT’S A TRADITION
EGG NOG
For Christmas

All Prepared—In Quart Bottles
At stores and delivered on our routes

ROUND TOP DAIRY
Wishes You a
MERRY CHRISTMAS
125-126

until his Senior year, but who did sians have great athletes. It was a
the 100 yards in 10 and 1-10 sec long hard struggle to get the metric
onds on a muddy track. This was system instead ot the linear system
hailed by experts as an outstanding of measuring used, but when finally
achievement (our Legion Post bears done it simplified methods of keep
Albert Holbrook's name.) Jimmy ing records and comparing time of
Connelan was a master of strategy events.
in planning plays for the football
“1932 was my last Olympic game.
teams.
I refused to go to the games in
Fred Bird was a mighty good Germany as I did not like Hitler.
manager on a difficult Job and a A letter from Bill Cunningham
deuced fine companion on their told me that the six miles out to the
get-togethers in hotel rooms. Clyde stadium was lined on both sides of
Holmes, visiting Rotarian from Bel the road with uniformed men 15
fast, was mentioned as on of Jack’s deep. This was nothing but propa
well known acquaintances in col ganda to show all of the competing
lege days. Jack spoke upon the
Olympics.
“The Olympics is the oldest or
ganized sport in the world More
than 2000 years ago it was a great'
organization, proving that the best
thing in this world is cempetitive
athletics. Then it was running,
throwing, jumping, wrestling, box
ing, sports that developed men hav.
ing sound minds in sound bodies.
“What good a strong mind in a
weak body? And what use a weak
mind in a strong body. The
idea of a sound mind in a sound '
body is now prevalent over the en
tire civilized world.”
As indicated by his place in the
Track Hall of Fame Jack Magee is
one of the great cinder coaches ol
the day, having a great record of
accomplishment. In his inimitable
way he told the story of the modern
Olympics. Resumed at Athens in
1896 only a few nations were repre
sented .The small team of Amerisan, seven men won several events.
Now 54 nations are in the Federa
tion. All have Olympic committees
Teams arc selected with the
greatest of care, try-outs arc made
in all sections of thc country. Thc
survivors of these trp-outs then go
to some meeting place where the fi
nal try-outs and selections arc
made. There is positively no favor
itism
Coaches and managers arc select
ed by Olympic committees When
the team is assembled, it is assem
bled on a boat suitable for thc team
with plenty of room, and with
schedules that prevent interference!
in the different groups. You may be
sure, that anyone on that boat is
there as a selected person, or has
paid $1,000 for a contribution to
the fund. Mentioning thc Russians'
Jack said that he had never seen
a Russian record, although the Rus-{
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nations the German strength."
To the regret of his audience Jack
had to omit a part of his talk as
time was running out. He closed
with this story.
The people of Los Angeles are an
up and doing people. They think
they are the chosen people of the
United States. Their duty to enter
tain is to show off. Entertaining
some Olympiads from Italy, the
committee showed everything of in
terest, asking if anything in Italy
could compare. The Italians said
in a polite murmur that they
guessed not. In turn the Committee

visited the Italians, who were lay
ing for them.
They were shown the sights of
Italy, asked what they had that
could beat that? The Californians
admitted that while pretty good
California was a shade the better.
Taken to see Vesuvious undergoing
an eruption they acknowledged
that they had nothing like that.
But said one, "Los Angeles has a
fire Company that could put the
darn thing out."
Visiting Rotarians, Clyde Howland
Belfast. Junior Rotarians for the
month from the High School, Mark

Holt and John Blackman. Guests, Island and Rev. Van Dyke who is
Carl Moran and Hamilton Boothby. President of board of directors of
—by Ralph L. Wiggin.
the Seacoast Mission.
L. L. Young and son Thomas were
recent business callers in Rockland.
MATINICUS
School closed Thursday with ah
Mr. and Mrs .Lavon Ames, Jr.,
were supper guests Saturday of Mr. excellent program and a tree well
laden with gifts for all the chil
and Mrs. Norris Young.
Lewis Steele of Auburn is drilling dren. Old Santa was a bit late for
the exercises but arrived just in
a well for W. B. Young.
time to take the presents off the
Mr. and Mrs. Ivan Philbrook
tree and with the help of the older
have been in Rockland several days.
boys distributed them.
The Sunbeam came here Sunday
Mr. and Mrs W. B. Young were
from Loudville and Mr. Bousefield recent Rockland visitors.
held church services in the evening
assisted by Rev. Heming of Swan's Advertise in The Courier-Gazette

XUDDLy Toys"
TEDDY BEARS, PANDAS

HORSES, DEER, SCOTTY DOGS

ELEPHANTS, SMALL FLUFFY KITTENS
JUST EVERYTHING!

We Have a Large Assortment of Lovable Toys and at
Low, Low Prices.

GUND CREATIONS Are Well Known—Famous Plush
Covered Cuddle Toys.
Conic In

Today.

Don’t

Wait.

Your Youngster Will

Adore a Cuddle Toy.
Ask For Your Rcxall Weather Calendar.

WE HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF CHOCOLATES
COSMETICS AND MEN’S SHAVING SETS
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444 Maw Strwt
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PHILCO

names in the watch-

world are here for
you to choose and to
Here’s what^
give with pleasure.

we mean —

WATCHES

] Select Now... moke small
down payment.
2 No more payments until
next year,

2 Delivery Christmas Eve ..,
anywhere within 25 mile*.

Trade-in Allow-

from SULKA

c Models for every purse
and person ... $19.95 up

,lew Price RadioPhonograph
Sensation!

Elgin

Perennial favorite!
Priced so low ... 15
‘ To wear with |e*',U • • • fine ,e<”he,
pride... 15 jewels... ”rap
$2975
15 jewel ele gold-filled case.
gance with gold-filled
NO MONEY DOWN
Lord Chatham. For bracelet.

FHIICO 17 JO. Pinvi»

1,P rerarda
with Balanced Fidelity Repro
ducer Standard records auto
matically. Fine performing FMAM radio, too. Stunning cabinet
in rich Mahogany veneers. An
ideal Christ mas gift for the family.

‘ET » 19-95
FHH.CO
5 JO

Value

Placfe Your Order NOW

! COMPTON’S
17

TELEPHONE 1135-W
PARK STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE

Sapor
Monthly

H’s "TIS" to 4 out of 5 ot

Franklin. Trim but
terrific. Built to take itl
17 jewels.

Apmotmj/

lttftr»«f charge* 9% per monfh M
ba/once* up to $1S0i 2’/sX por month
on any romoindor of Bueh holontot urn
FeMOO.
PW

$67”

leans $23 to $100 ea
Signature, Furniture ar Cl

s7po

rr*’

CADET I 5 jewels

2nd IL., 3S« MAIN $T„ PHON1: 1133
Isam "laTa •• mMsats t» all __________
,a„wngi«« tmm • Snell teas S’attrta Litaata Ila. ■

Demure! 17 jewels
CHARGE ITI

IOANS $350 UP TO $1000 MADE BY

NEW ENGLAND FINANCE CORPORATION
OPEN SATURDAYS UNTIL NOON—EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT
--------------------------------------------------------------a------------------------- MM

Truly unusual
beautyl 19 jewels . . .
Prince Vernon. Mascu 14K natural gold case.
.
line styling ot its best . . . raised crystal,
LONGINES Alice. 2 diamonds to . . . 17 jewels.
$200°°
thrill her ... 17 jewels.
$2
WEEKLY
LONGINES Stanton. Ultra modern
design . . . Roman 12 MONTHS TO PAY $67so
Holly. Tiny round dial numeral diol ... 17
... cord band ... 17 jewels.
Meteor Truly mascu jewels.
PAY US LATER I
line! Expansion brace
« warn
.17 jewels.
Bolero link bracelet let
neatly spans her wrist
WEEKLY
17 jewels insures
dependability

I

$a»
J
t&toonal FINANCE CO.

<

»33»

<s&

$1 WEEKLY

CASH YOU GET
$110 $190 $2M

mer ity»$ ro

$39.75

WEEKLY

15 Mos. $9.21 $15.88 $21.60
20 Mas. 7.39 12.73 17.29

Get these /laamus/ PLUSSES. Privacy
consideration—you select monthly
payment date and amount. Respect for
your honesty. Phone, come in TODAY.
1®
'THI

Lady Hazen. Yellow jewel time-piece for
gold-plated ease . . . him!
$.«50
Goddess of Time. 17 ^jewels.
jeweled chormer! Ex
BUDGET 'Ti
quisite bandl

15 jewel queen I
Budget it todayl

ocket Watch

•

$57.50

BUY NOW!

$4750

$37.50

$33.75
It » our pleasure to give you as much credit os you need, always!

393 MAIN ST..

ROCKLAND, ME.,

TEL. 116.0

